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Clerk in Senate Had a Good Start When

REFORM N6

Feller Woke Up.

One of the that had been previously offered and
Washington.
There was for generally. The government will ask
rejected. The amendment was lost,
aspect that the the house to subsidize a line of steam- Some Killing
a moment today i
Necessary to
the operators and miners voting solidstatehood Mil not, Id receive Its first, ers to bring Immigrants from the
ly. 'Robblns then took the floor. He
formal r. iling in the senate, always mother country at cheap fares.
said he wanted to go on record as It
the Initiative step In the consideration
Completes Its Work.
Bring Results.
Cold Snap Will Cause Haoe.
seemed the future of the interstate
.. u ire rap, rted from a com- Of any
joint conference of operators nnd movement was In peril.
Chicago. Feb. 2. This is ihe mildest
mlttee.
miners of the central and southwestMitchell answered Robblns, and in
rnp senate took up the calendar' winter In history, so far as Chicago is
ern districts and after the national closing, said: "We have come to the
imnvediately after disposing of the concerned, taking the entire past REPORT ON THE PAST YEAR
( onventlon
had administered a sting-- , rartlng of the ways and it MttM to RESOLUTIONS CONDEMN
routine business, and as the statehood month through. There Is no cold
lng rebuke to one of the oldest officers me the only thing left to do is to go
occupied first place the secretary weather in sight, no vast tields of Ice
till
DIVIDEND
DEFERRED
PLAN
SHOWS VAST IMPROVEMENT
of the organization for transgressing home and' there try to overcome these
had begun to read It before any of! and snow to the northwest, as usual at
one of the fundamental laws of union-Isseemingly Insurmountable
obstacles.
the opponents of the bill realized the' this season, to prolong the Icy temperin voting contrary to his Instruc- We deeply regret the necessity for
situation. He had covered but a few ature. However, people who know the
tions to stand for an Increase of such a step hut we feel that the time Work of Organization Entrusted to pagos when Mr. Teller put a stop to vicious vagaries of
n
weath- Only the Moro Still Shows Oisposi
wages.
has come when you can give us an
er are dreading what February may
the proceedings for the time.
When the lusty volees of the miners advance In wages without damaging
Tile BMIpplng bill w as made the ha-- j have in store.
Executive Committee of Fifteen.
tion to Doubt Philanthropic Purmingled In the singing of "America'' your prorertv interests to anv considOne day In February. 18HH, the mersis of a running debate between Mr.
hail hushed, an oppressive silence fell erable extent."
cury
to
below,
dropped
a
nnd
lattvison In opposition, and Mr.
Purpose Accomplished.
pose of His Uncle Sam.
upon the opíembled delegates, and as
E. H. Penna, an Indiana operators
like that would make up for
In
C
Mr.
nn I
use r
Perkins
President John Mitchell slowly pro- said: "It looks as though a split is
support.
Mr.
criticised the unusually salubrious weather of
Patterson
nounced the words which adjourned Inevitablt and the Joint conference
the provision for a subvention to this winter. There is general alarm
2.
Delegates
to
the
Chicago,
Washington, Feb. 2 The annual re
Feb.
the seventeenth
annual convention movement has failed."
over the condition of vegetation. Wili ompuny,
Steamship
the Oceanic
without day, thus dissolving everv
"If this institution has to break up." Nati inn Insurance convention embod- saying that that concern was now i lows are a'ready in blossom, and fruit port of the Philippine commission for
hope of averting a gigantic Industrial he continued, "and it has come to a ied today the rejults of tluir two d.ts under contract to carry the m ills and foliage trees and shrubbery are 1904-together with the separate re(par without the Intervention of some point that one party rrmist control the nf deliberation in a 'Set of compre at a g miiI compensation,
and that! showing signs of blossoming. All vege- ports to the commission of the governor-gunexpected and powerful Influence, mine? or tats country, that party will
of the Islands and of the
tation Is as green us it customarily is eneral
resolutions which was sub-- the request for a subsidy amount-- ; two
the miners marched out of the hall, he the party that owns the property; hensive
months hence, and one day of cold heads of the four executive departby the convention as a ed to a demand for more money 0B
to
ribc'd
ments, has just been published by the
their faces set with a grim determi- there will be hardships, but the own-- j whole.
(iallinger and weather would do incalculable ilam-ugMessrs.
Six states voted against the Its coiif. act.
war department.
ers of the property must control It."
nation, wfhh'h showed the steadfastcompany
replied
Perkins
that
the
voadoption of tbe resolution? and 23
ness of purpose which has marked
Vice President T. L Lewis, of the
The governor-genera- l,
In his report
Furthermore, the weather Is not
In the affirmative.
The state of was losing money.
to the Philippine commission, states:
session just closed. Mine Workers, B&Kl the miners real- ted
the history-makin- g
Smallpox,
healthful.
scarlet
fever
and
did
New
was
represented,
York,
which
Will Ask Subsidy.
With the exception of the provinces
The apparent determination of both ized that while the movement had!
pneumonia me rife. I'nseasonahle
operators and miners Indicates that been beneficial, they were opposed to not vote, its delegates declaring that
London. Feb. I Premier P. akin, In weather has made people careless of of Cuvlte. Ba tangas, and Samar, peace
to express an opincare
they
not
did
a speech at Melbourne, said the Alls- - their wraps, with the result that and order have generally prevailed
neither will make overtures for fur- a position that would deny a rightful
on a matter recommending
trallan parliament next session would there is an unsual amount of sickness throughout
the Islands. Kxcept in
ther negotiations, and unless some In- wage Beg, "and If that scale is de- ión
Uve
deal with the immigration
fluence not now foreseen steps Into nied us," said he, "tihe responsibility latlve action until after
these provinces the instances of lawquestion
city and state.
over
all
the
of the Armstrong committee
lessness have been few and insignifithe breach 550,000 men controlled by for the industrial war must rest where Uon
port.
cant. Cattle stealing, which was comthe I'nited Mine Workers will walk It belongs."
policy
The
of
and
future
the
slates
mon two or three years since, has alThe Joint oonTorctrce adtourncd sine
out of the mines In every section of
represented in the
die at 11:40. after the chair had de- territorii
most entirely ceased, and this, togeththe country on April t.
was committed to a committee of
than
er with the sense of security which has
There hive been Intimations that clared the motion by P. I. Robblns,
if ceii members, the power being givtwo agencies the president of the the Pittsburg operntor, that the pre-ecome to the people from a Vigorous
en
ento
the committee, however, to
wage scale be continued.
pursuit of these evil doers, has princiI'nited States and the National Civic
lost. large
deems
pally contributed to the Increased culFederation iway he appealed to set in Patrick DonMl, president of the Penn- proper, its membership as it prepare
This committee is to
tivation mentioned above. The provm'otlon negotiations looking to a re- sylvania miners, voted for the miners
iepi.it which will be submitted at
ince, of Cavtte, llatangas and Samar
habilitation of the joint state agree- of that district, in favor of the motion. laa meeting
will
he
sit
which
the
held
ment, or at least n discussion of some
have been much afflicted during the
President Mitchell, of the miners, at
nasame
as
next
time
meeting
the
of
year by organized ludrone bands,
possible means of bringing the opera- once called the national convention
tional
insurance
commissioners,
which
which for a considerable time past
tors and miners together for further to meet at 2 p. m.
wif be
in September.
K. M.
have terrorized and plundered the peonegotiations.
There was considerable excitement Wolf Is sometime
a member of the committee.
ple at Intervals. The effect of their deSo far as known, however, there is when I) dan voted "yes," and the vote
In one rep ilutlon adopted the sys- -'
predations resulted In the abandonnothing upon which to base an asser- was challenged. Pnlau arose and said:
ment by many of the inhabitants of
tion that either the president or the "I have authority to cast the vote for tern of life histir mee commonly kn c.vn NATIONAL PACKING COMPANY
JATHOLICS
RESIST EFFORT
as the deferred dividend plan was
their richest and best agricultural
Civic federation have decided to offer the Pennsylvania miners
and until condemned and deol ijv. to be unjust
their services.
SHOWN UP AS A. DUMMY
AT INVENTORY OF CHURCHES
that right Is taken from me. "I vote in operation.
accounting
a
An
uual
ot tlie fanning class, where to some
Details of Iasl Meeting.
yes." There were cries of "no." and
extent at least police protection was
The coal operators and minors of "throw him out." Mitchell said the Of the surplus funds' n the hands of
afforded them.
the central competitive and southwe.it convention of miners had decided to Insurance eonipanie: was endorsed.
ron-2.
Chicago.
b.
Fi
Arguments
2.
i
of.
net
As
result
Paris,
a
Feb.
d tared for a pian
fl
The wild and
districts met In Joint conference to- vfuse the proposition Just prevented and the convention
for the go ernn.et.t
itisur- ernlng the admissibility of evidence today's liotlng, (hough the inventor,
of Kumar, fired by the faimttoal
day to fln'dlly settle the question as to and stld, "no."
Robinson said the anee companies wherehy mutual
each policy- - occupied the greater part of the day was taken In hut one church, that of teachings of an old Filipino who callwether an agreement was possible. miners had a right to vote by states
shall use ii more dlroi voice In the packers' case, and at the time St. I'h-rrPresident Mitchell announced thai until line president of the miners as- holder
Orescalllou. over lifty per-- 1 ed himself "Pope" Pulan, who supthe miners had refused to accept I sumed the position of dictator. Mit- In the li'inngement of the affairs of of adjournment but two witnesses had son were seriously Injured and u fur- - plied the soldiers with charms called
company.
The
Investthe
matter
of
tig --Anting," which they were told
continuance of the present scale. F. chell said he assumed no such posieen upon the stand. Late last night t'her considerable
number slightly "an
ment of the funds belonging to policy
t, Robblns, of Pittsburg, moved the tion.
rendered them Invulnernhle to bullets,
There was farther dispute as hOldi rs and
in the Ii. mis of the Insurprior to adjournment District Attor- hurt.
banded together under the direction of
prerent scale be affirmed with the to Polun's right to vole, hut the hair
a
ney Morrison Objected to any statenumber of several shrewd and unscrupulous
The latter include
gima process and conditions for the sustained the rlnht hut the motion ance companies cannot, in the opinion
year beginning April 1. Taylor, the was lost, UnaBimOUS vote being re- of the convention, he reduced to a ment of Jesse P. Lyman, of Hoston.
and lire men, who wen' almost ers, some of whom bud been outlaws
basis, ami mun in- governed
Illinois operator, moved an amend- quired. The conference adjourned in uniform
blinded
with (avenue pepper. Fifty front Spanish times, und begun a se- president
Conner
the
National
of
w ith reference to condition..
A stand
riea of attacks upon the isolated dement which was the same proposition some confusion.
,li KliiK eoinp:io. iciiiuve to any coo-t- o
sis were m ule. The storming of
lard form f insurance policy P, jlj,
tachments of constabulary
and the
was
protracted,
building
greitly
the
Mr.
Lyman
and
between
veir.itloii
exclusion of all other lorms.
be
pe&Oeful
and Inoffensive people who
by
use
owing
the
"defenders'
the
lo
adopted by state legislatures, was de- Commissioner (larfltid.
He claimed
not want to join them. In which
the Philippine bill. Just now It Is not bated without
impelling recourse t' clared edvrreJble.
pepper. After repeated efforts did
Of
and
a question of there being merely a ma- Injunction.
that Mr. Lyman was not a party to the nd
- they committed many cruelties
only
police
and
firemen
suci
On the other matters referred
to
jority and a minority o nthe measure.
Members of the senate committee the committee on resolutions action the fail, nor wis the N'atloiial l ack- cd In entering the church by employ- - barbarities.
The governor-generand two memfor the senate particularly Is divided insist that there
ing company, and therefore (hat his lng chairs us shields.
no significance In
of Hp.
Philippine
bers
lorlty and a minority on the measure, Ihe reaching of anis agreement to voto wns deferre for further considera-- !
commission
It Is said that the clergy have done
evidence as to a plea of Immunity
tlon.
each one of which represents u difTer- - on February IK.
mad! a personal visit to the Island of
congreby
arrangement
advice
The
bad
their
lo
their
Humadjournment
Judge
out.
After
of the conven- should be ruled
ent view. Whether these divergent carries
Samar and held a number of hearings
with it an agreement to meet tion. Insurance Coiiinilsvinnor
Drake phrey finally permitted Mr. Lyman to gations to remain calm, but without with the people and officials, from
views can be resolved and the meas- - on
February
being
dally
avail,
and
Catholics
the
militant
thereafter
of the Plstrlct of Columbia;, at whose
ure, practically as it stands, enacted
which it appeared that the discontent
and consider the various bills before Instance the convention was . ailed, relate the conversation. It did not
rm v resolved to resist
they. of
was largely If not whollv
Into law or not, remains to he deter- J spo ,. at on o 1 .. u- what
'he peo de
conversamaterially
from
s
my
the
other
differ
m
committee.
he
.....
term
Par causeo ....
,u .
said that everything that could be demined.
Secretary Taft, who Is a
me
ii;
iav't 111:11 ine locali oni- been
tinhave
that
of
kind
many
tions
containing
Siinn'
of
churches,
millions
is
comby
expressed
The
belief
the
plisiied.
accmn
sired
had
been
"At
coast
towns were acting as
clals of the
staunch advocate of the bill, has let It
previously given.
francs worth of Jewelry, military the agents of the large export houses
be understood that no compromise in- - mittee that before that lime the Hep- Itcst." he said, "ail that could lie h d
n
n under
day,
whi
ho
in
given
Late
by
medals
and
decorations
will
bill
passed
burn
have
at
the
gathering
was
house.
for
this
of
work
in Manila for the purchase of hemp,
volvlng an Increase of the tariff rates
ilion by Plstrlct Attorney Moras (hanks offerings.
on Philippine sugar and tobacco 1m- - In that event the house bill would fur- la preliminary character, and that his
the iirincip.il product of the Island,
Lyman
rison,
Mr.
the
admitted
is
that
charged
It
the
the
that
blame
for
ports over the 25 per cent rate pro- - nish the basis for discussion and the been done.
and that in many cuses they had not
"At the Mdjburned meeting I feci National Packing company had never recent conflicts attaches to the minia- - dealt fairly with the poor. Ignorant
efforts will be
posed In the pending measure will be prospects are that
sale.
slattghtt
or
or-red
(Of
an
a
1
animal
made
his
Interior
of the
because of
people who Inhabited the more remote
accepted, If his views are to obtain. made by the opposition to am. nd this confident Ihe fruits of our sowing will
c. nstder
the outcome
barrios and the hill country, as they
He spurns the suggestion that, in order bill, rather than to attempt to bring be reaped,
party
only.
should be carried out before the regU .....u (heir hemn .. t n morelv rooolisil
Very satisfactory."
to secure votes for the Hepburn rafe one of their own bills out of the comtie, ,s under the separation law in'"
,
Colorado,
California.
Oklahoma,
valuation and very much below
regulation bill, the administration mittee.
I ranee
Study OtUf Army.
lo
drawn up.
Washington. Wyoming an
Both sides claim Majority.
Hawaii
would be willing to permit the Philipmark. , value and' turned It in lo the
2.
unIs somewhat
It
Feb.
Paris.
(
nis
ine
leaves
atnoiics
uncertain
among
were
those who voted for the
export bouses at Ihe market price, and
Canvases of the committee have
pine sugar and tobacco imports to
usual for Europeans to go to America
the Tate Of the church w hen the produi cr protested against
come Into the United States at a rate been made today by the administra- resolutions and the vote of Kansas to study the war game, but the French regarding
property,
this!
on
their
ami
doubts
this Imposition he was arrested on
at 60 per cent of the Ulngley tariff tion forces and by Ihe opposition. Both was negative.
Immediately after the adoption of government hus Just decided to send subject have brought about their re some trumped-u- p
charge and thus
rates. Secretary Taft would see the claim a majority of the committee, but
son
lirugere.
of
vice
Lieutenant
the
slstance to the order and Its results, both despoiled and punished. With the
Philippine bill defeated on a direct neither side Is willing to be quoted as the report the convention adjourned president of the superior council of The
how-laare determined,
sense of injustice ami wrong rankling
vote rather than be a party to any, to the lineup. On the general propo- to meet at a time and place to he de. war. to study at Ihe I'nited States In ever, authorities
shall take Its in the breatsts of these Ignorant and
sition of court procedure It appears tanuttlied by the executive committee fantry and cavalry school at Fort course that the
such compromise.
and the disorders be suppress- credulous people their feeling of disthat the administration m asures com of the nitionai Insurance wftiiintnlon Leavenworth, Kansas.
ed with tbe u most rigor.
content wag readily fanned Into a
nearest to meeting the Ideas of the 'ers, the convention to lie held at same
BATE BILL W ILL GET
This decision was reacio d on the reTwenty-tw- o
hundred
Inventories llame by a few agitators, who told the
MAJORITY (ommi iti:): REPORT democratic members. If this should be time as the convention of the national ceipt of an invitation from the Unitbeen
throughout
have
made
Franre,
The lime
of Ihe interior
that the
Washington, tet. I, Hailroad rate proven true the Hepburn bill or the Insui nice commissioners.
ed States, In which Lieutenant Bru-ger- e many without Incident, but Paris con- Inhabitants
government was planning to tax them
bill could be repotted and place of the litter convention Is
legislation will be voted upon by the Dolllver-liap- p
by
will
sixty-ninHe
name.
was
e
mentioned
tains
Roman Oathnllc 25 pesos apiece as u poll tax and 0
out of the committee by u mujority now sel for Washington In September. be the Qrat French officer ever to churches,
senate committee on Inter-stat- e
comof which but half have been pesos for a land lux. The leaders took
but both time and pi ice are subject to
merce on February 16. An agreement vote.
study ut the American military school. visited by the officials.
on religious
rather thun political
In fact, eo It Is claimed, by a vote1 change.
to take a flnul vote at that time on the
The committee of ft ten which Is to
names, and the disturbance had no pomeasures pending before the commit- of 8 to 6. It is claimed that three prepare
repon
on
propOMd
litical sign HI panos whatever.
tee was reached today. The differences repubMcuns and four democrats are changes Inthe
present insurance methods
It seemed both politic and Just tint
for the administration
of the opposing factions have narrow- absolutely
will report at the meeting to be held
the causes which led to the outbreak
ed down to the court features of the m asure, which Insures a majority on
should be eradicated, which necessarthat proposition. The opponents are hereafter.
bill, but these present a variance
ily involved a total change of admlids-(ration- ,
to be fatal
to a harmonious not disposed to contest this view, and
Delta yes Mun win ite Creator.
both provincial nnd municipal
that unless two democrat
committee report. They may be sum- agree
New York, Feb Man, through
In order to prevent a recrudescence of
Should vote with them, the Hepburn his
marized in this proposition:
may develop Into
advanced
these outbreaks it was necessary to get
bill will be
Whether there shall he a specific bill or the Pnlllvcr-Clup- p
I ' reator himself, in the opinion of
more closely in touch with these revote.
majority
a
with
orted
rej
provision for review by the I'nited
Professor Wllhelm Ostwald of the Dnl
mote hill people, many of whom had
House Hears Much Oratory,
States courts of orders of the Interverslty of Lelpslc Continuing his banever before seen u white man, nnd In
state commerce commission establishWashington, Feb. 2. Oratory on lares In Columbia university on the re- order to accomplish this the new goving rates, licforc such orders brcome the railroad rile bill held the atten- - suits of attempts to rente life through
ernor, who speaks the native dialect,
operative.
Hon of the boose for six hours toda v. 'hcmieal processes. Professor Oltwald
lio been Industriously occupied In visOn this question rests the fate of
Washington,
2.
Feb.
The weather iting and reorganizing various munictoday announced with confidence his POlRS OF MAINE HAS
Mc- (Ohio).
speeches
of
Hurtou
The
the favorite issue of the president ns
belief thi.l uelenre will evo, eroutn .1
bureau reports tonight that a cold ipalities, establishing schools, and gel,
.....
..11
,
'r ........
. ,,f
.
.. . .
o.;. II..... jiunovn
submitted in his annual message to V...I
,.eivn,.
i ...
MEASURE TO LIMIT CHA N&ES wave extends over the eastern portion ling In touch with the people and the
congress. The Hepburn bill does not were features, while Thomas (Ky.). mestlc animals. The steps will be si
of the United Htates, the lake region good work done by hlni Is already very
contain this provision In direct terms,' Hurke
P.) and llolden of New one form of life will h" produced :il i
r
and various mrllons of the treat, WMi apparent as many of the "puluhams"
This bill meets with the approval of York, tiMik ti particular and speiillc another and eventually, the profi
voluntarily surrendered, bringing
Special to the Morning Journal.
extremely low temperatures In MBIT) have
the administration. The supporters of topics.
exoects, something .tiniest akin to tr.xw
In their guns, a few of which were
I,
Washington,
RepresentaFeb.
the measure, as well as of the
Mr. Billion discussed the broad field In Its physical being will be created.
places.
captured by sudden attacks on outlybill, which Is built on simiof proper national Ideas and growth
"There Is practically no limit to what tive Poms Hi of Maine today introduced
In northern New York unofficial ing det a liments of the constabulary
lar lines, contend that common
of Industry', corporation development mil ii can do In Ibis direction," he laid, a bill In the houc providing for rot? t
at the beginning of the disturbance
behave the same rights as other owl traffic. Mr. kfcCall made an at- "Of course, at first he will be able to leglaatlon In Arizona and NM New coords show as low us 20 degrees
It now looks us though the worst
persons and can go Into the courts and tack on lh' bill, opposing Its funda- produce only a piece of protoplasm, Mexico. Ai cording to the measure it low rero nt various points. The and
Is over In Samnr.
It Is not doubted
secure an injunction against an order mental feature, and miking, as he something like
water hydra or the will be unlawful for any rallrowd In weather bureau reports show that the Unit when schools
are established
of the commission and that there is n knew, a vain effort to have Ihe power resemblance to the sea urchin that these territories to charge more thin temperature today was 30 degrees
among them and they become more
occasion to enact into law something to regulate railroad rates administered Professor I, oíd) has evolved, but It will three cents per mile for passenger
at Itockliffe, Unt., 24 degrees
enllghtenndand are made to apprecithat Is already provided for by existing by the courts. Point after nolnt he be Instinct with real life and will be a
150 pounds of free hag- at Sault St. Marie, Mich.: 10 be ate the benefits and blessings of decent
About
statutes.
mude lo show what he contendc step In evolution.
gage Is to he allowed. The minimum low at Dulttth, Des Moines and Keo- and orderly living, they will become
The opposition forces, which call were the weaknesses and evil of gov"This evolution can only result In I asscnger rale is fixed .it ten cents for kuk, and IB degrees below at Moore-heannd prosperous.
themselves the conservative element, ernment rale making, illustrating by Ihe creation of something the equal of short distances.
Minn,
The province of Cavite, known as
hold that without the specific prow records of foreign countries. Mr. our higher animals, but what It will be
"iho mother of ladrones," haa again
slon demanded by them the Inter- Itusell argued for the measure. He who shall say? I cannot say whether
Million Hollar Library Planned.
Steamer Was sunk
hei o the theater for the operations of
state commerce commission will be all spoke as a democrat and gave that this creation of man will he crustaChicago. Feb. 2. A library to cost
London,
Fb. 2. The German t' Is class of people, generally recruitpowerful. They take the position that phrty credit for sustained effort nnd cean,
amphibian, mammalian
or nt least f 1,000. 000 us u memorial to steamer Thyra hound from Newcastle ed from the idle nnd vicious classes,
a common carrier should not be com- for careful scrutiny In the perfecting, whether hlbed. quadruped, fish, fowl Dr. William llnlney Harper, late presi- for the Mediterranean was sunk by who have preyed upon the peaceable
pelled to go into court to have a of the measure.
1 can only say sfter a care- - dent of the University of Chicago, is
j or reptile.
the British steamer
Rapalto from and Inoffensive people. Their leaders,
wrongful rate righted, or in other
Mr. Hurke, a member of the com-- 1 ful study of what has been oc- - assured.
Members of the facility of Philadelphia for Hamburg In a colll- - mostly or whom juid criminal records
words, that a rate the common carrier niltte-- In which the bill originated, compllshed I urn overwhelmed nt the the board of trustees and alumni slon off Dover yesterday. Thr crew during the Spanish ' regime, styled
believe to be unjust should be regu- - explained Its detalla.
were rescued and lauded
Inevitable probabilities.
have taken decisive action.
Dover
themselves by such names as "Dicta- Indianapolis.

Fob.

2.

rcwst dramatic scenes ever witnessed
in a national convention of the United
Mine Workers of America was tihe
final adjournment of that body this
after the dissolution of the

)

.
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lake-regio-

DENIES THE BIG

A WORD

Seems

Hope

MEXICO, SATURDAY,

Ml STATEHOOD BILL
NEAR READING
Ful

Gigantic Industrial War.

SEHATE
Mr.

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

President

Might Sign Hamilton Bill With
Referendum Amendment

Attached.

2. President
Washington,
Feb.
Roosevelt la not trying to dictate to
congress what it shall do or not do, regarding railroad rate legislation or any
other problem of legislation. He has
not delivered to the senate or to the
house any sort Of an 'ultimatum" on
subjects of legislation, and has not
held over the heads of congress the
"threat of an extraordinary session" if
he does not obtain the legislation for
which he is hoping.
This statement is made by authority; also that suggestions of a compromise of any sort on rate regulation
Which do not embody the substance of
the president's massage on the subject
have not appealed to the president. It
can also be said that he doubtlesi
would refuse to accept a compromise
which would affect any essential feature of the proposed legislation. What
is known as the Hepburn bill now under discussion by the house embodies
substantially the president's views as
set forth In his last annual message. In
the early days of the present session
he thought the measure proposed by
commerce commission
the Inter-stat- e
was the most practicable offered, but
after mature consideration It seemed
to him that the Hepburn bill was the
better.
"
Members of the senate committee on
Inter-stat- e
commerce have assured the
president that either the Hepburn bill
or a measure resembling It in essential features will be reported to the
senate. The report of the senate committee will not be unanimous, but It
will represent the views of a majority
of the members. The report will be
supported, It is expected by Senators
Cullom, Dolllver and Clapp and possibly by other republicans, and by the
democratic members of the committee.
It can be stated that while the president desired that such rate regulation
shall be established as he has recommended, he Is firm In his attitude that
the railroads as well as shippers shall
be dealt with entirely Justly. He wants
nothing in the law that would affect
unfairly the rights or property of the
railroads. He Is confident that legislation to be framed substantially on the
lines of the Hepburn measure will
prove fair alike to the railroads and to
the people: He Is not trying to dictate
matter of detail, and of course wlP
preserve an open mind as to proposed
amendments which do not affect the
material and substantial features of
the bill.
NO STATEHOOD 1 ONCEfcSlOK.
The itrestrient I Interested deeply In
both the Philippine tariff and the
statehood measure. Concessions ns to
either one of them Imve not, It Is stated, been given serious consideration.
At the White House It li understood
that an effort is to be made in the senate first, to eliminate Artcona and New
Mexico from consideration as a joint
state, and If that should fall, secondly
to Incorporate In the statehood bill n
provision for the reference of the
question of joint statehood to the voters of the two territories. It Is too early yet to say with any degre of accuracy what the result of the latter proposition may be.
Senator Beveiidge of Indiana, chairman of the committee on territories,
has assured the president, that In his
judgment the measure as 11 stands ultimately will Ik- - enacted Into law. That
would be as the president desires, hut
It is not unlikely that he would sign
the bill even If It were sent to him
provision inwltli the referendum
cluded Philippine Bill Also.
A vigorous light is being made on
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tor of the Filipino Republic,"

with the statement that the millions
are soon to be divided. Heirs of the
nam.- of Metzgar. claiming direct descent from the German baron have
bobbed up In every state and almost
every county of every state In the union. Heirs have been found In Albuquerque, lit Silver City and In Painted
Post. Montana, and by the way they
are coming In Just now It begins to be
apparent that when the Metzgar millions are divided with four hundred
years of Interest attached they will not
m .ie than go around
at a dollar a
lo ad.
The story Is a pretty one and
will probably keep going for a while.

"Lieuten-

of the Army of Liber-

ant-General

ation."

and other

correspondingly
g
titles, and issued fre
quent manifestos while spending most
of their time dodging the police.
The ladrones, dressed as constabul- ary, made sudden marks on small pos's
nd captured a few rifles, and their
number was augmented by some thirty desperate prisoners who escaped
from the military prison after murdering the small guard which accompanied them from their work Their
early successes in capturing arms and
escaping to their mountain fastnfSSS
caused them to show more activity
and to become bolder. They stabl shed a system of extortion by which
they levied tribute and mulcted everyone within t lu ir reach of as much as
they thought he could pay. These collections were largely made by Intimidation and they threatened those who
lid not pay or who reported their operations with punishments so horrible
that most of the people found It easier
to pay and maintain silence about it
than to run the risk of torture and
mutilation If they refused or told.
A few examples of this kind of punishment are now living In the neighborhood of Manila, and It Is not surprising that the people who witnessed
their torture and disfiguration should
he unwilling to take any chances of
being dealt with In a similar manner.
I was only found necessary to demonstrate to the people that the authorities were really In earnest; that the
campaign was to be continued until
the leaders were captured or killed,
and that protection in the meantime
, would be accorded those who demonstrated their loyalty.
Thus assured, the rsponse was
ready, energetic and complete. Soon
Information began to come in of intended movements, and the authorities
finally got to know where these men
Xpec ted to stay, and one by one they
fell Into the tolls, some being killed
In action, others captured, and the
smaller fry. worried by the COBtlnUM
pursuit, came In and surrendered In
i onsjilt rabie numbers.
In ID 0t of the provinces of the Island of Luzon practically the last v
of armed resistance to constituted
authority has been wiped out, and In
of a
others, with the maintenance
small force of Constabulary, an admir-ubl- e
pace is now maintained, except
for such raids between wild tribes as
have always existed, and which have
not been entirely stopped nor will be
until education has had an opportunity to leach the farthest barrios.
In Negros "Pope" Islo. who had terrorized his neighborhood for sixteen
jears. was killed, and tlii.-- - has had a
It that island, and
quieting InflMIM
there Is no armed resistance left.
In the island Of Lsyte It Is stated
that a most excellent feeling prevails
and a wave of great prosperity Is
spreading over the island. Theft Is
comparatively no armed lawleanteea
In Cetnt there are few ladrones, but
tin protfai ti d drought caused a Marc
lly of food and a failure of crops to
such an extent thai there h ive been
occasional disturbances. The onstab-ularlthere are very active, well led,
and have In en able to handle the situation very effectually.
In i'uiiay conditions have also improved. It is there a matt) r really
for secret service people and erred ti
bv peace officers rather than any
In the
movement at armed men
mountainous parts there are a
with predatory tastes, bul their
number has been greatly lessened, and
it Is believed that the advent of the
railroad will effectually drive them
out.
gfnee the last report of the commismarked imsion there Is said to be
provement in the conditions in the Moro province, with the exception of
the opposition which was maintained
by I into All. w ho was later killed and
his band dispersed, everything, a u
mti ha bsx n peaceful and quiet,
rio re ha been on the whols a considerable change for the better among
those living on the Island of Jolo. A
renegade Moro, who fled from north
Horneo after having committed many
crimes there, soeeeeded In gathering a
Considerable following around him In
join and headed ipasmodio outbid k
but lie was Anally killed and his fol- lowing dispersed There ha he. n considerable progress ami development
along agricultural lines, both SXpOrtS
and Import have considerably Increased, and the outlook for the future of
this great province Is distinctly encouraging.
The commission believes that, generally speaking, it may I said that as
to this province it Is a work of time,
to
tact, and constant watchfulness
. hang,
the f' lings of the Moros from
Suspicion and distrust to friendship
end confidi nee.
With the exception of the disturb- anees cite. I. qaiei and order have generally prevailed throughout the archl-ilife and
go. and. on the whole,
property have been as safe r.s In other
elMiized countries. In many provinces
there Is fully as much land tinder cut- tlvatioti a" ever before, and In all of
them the only drawback to the full
cultivation i.f ail i.mds heretofore cui-tlvated has lie.-- the la. k of arañaos
and other draft animals, on account of
the death of many fnm rinderpest
and other cattlt diseases There was
an Increase In exports over the preceding year "f S:'.i:.7.1H. There Is a falling off In the imports Of M, 141,301
entirely due to the falling off in Importations ..f rice, the principal article Of food Of the people Mor. than
$t,ooo.ooo less was expended for rtcs
This Simple
than tin year
The
statement tells Its own story
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Con espondeo. Morning Journal.
nver, Wednesday). Jan. 31. The
sc. pod day of the convention passed
off very well. The attendance at the
meeting has been unprecedented. This
morning's session showed a packed
house.
After the addresses by J. M.
Johns of Trinidad, and Senator Harris of Kansas, John W. Springer took
the Moor and in his breezy western
lay stirted in to raise $10.000 for
tlie expellee of sending a lobby to
Washington to look after matters
congress in which stockmen are
interested.
Exeryhody looked aghast at his presumption, hut when Murdo Mackenzie led off with $500, it was followed
by u hoHt of other offerings und while
the fifteen minutes did not get the
full amount. Mill at the end of twenty-five
minutes J l:r.00 had been
pledged. Nelson Morris, the big
packer, snt In a box and raised
his own subscription over an. I over
again, until it amounted to $2.300 and
made himself the friend of every man
in the house. It was a gn at meeting
and showed the feeling of the members.
The executive committee was then
ftlHlounosd.
Those for New Mexico
ara C. M. O'Donnell of the Bell ranch,
W, II. Jack of Sliver City, and Charles
Bchleter, the big sheep and cattleman
of Clayton.
Tinattieni. n have lined up solidly
for the leasing of the public lands.
I .'st
flight a meeting of the Colorado
Cattle association was held, and thev
piled Mr. PfnchOl WlVh questions until
O'clock a. m. before they broke up.
Th result of the meeting was that
Colorado cattlemen now accept and
approve the leasing plan a thing they
have heretofore fought against bitterly.
Mr. Pinchot
admits that it has
pleaaed him greatly and also that he
has gained a world of valuable information from the meetings that will aid
trim in the carrying out of the policy
"f leasing the public lands. New Mex- ii
cattlemen hen- - endorse th. plan to
a man. To the contrary, the sheepmen arc not only agiinst it, but pro-I- "
se to fight It by sending a strong
committee to Washington to work
against us enforcement,
Thus tic
lines ate finally plainly drawn ami
the cattlemen aro lined up for the
lefeSS
law. while the sheepmen are
against It.
The fact of the nutter Is that the
lease law Is coming.
No man or set
of men .an stop It. fence the sensible
thing to do is to get Into the band
wagon and have a hand In the formation of the law and
voice in the
.allying out of Its provisions. This
tba western cattlemen are doing, and
time will show that they are wise.
WILL C. BARNES.
(
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It Is confidently

""'

usunllv good and
that, unless some unfot. een
disaster occurs, a still further decree
in id. . Importations will be made the
coming year. The ordinary American
plow, reaper harrow, and hoe an
gradually being Introduced, ami
readily appreciate the diftheir crude agricultubetween
ference
ral Implements and those employed by
us.
A New

line

Of loose leaf binder niMals his
Just been received and we can now

make a binder any style .or shape for
loose leaf ledgers, statement systems,
rout books, etc.
Don't forget we do special ruling
and punching too.
CO..
II. S. LITIIGOW
With the Morning .lonrnal.
Binders.
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(.old Strike Empties ltar-loSan Bernardino, Cal., Feb. 2. John
O'Donnell has just made a strike on
his claim in the O rape vine district
which has resulted in depopulating
Harstow. the entire community Joining In the rush. The region has been
located for miles. o'Donneii claims
most of Harstow under an old mining
location. The Santa Ke company has
built its roundhouse, depot and freight
yards on lands within his claim, and
has begun suit to quiet title.
Saturday he uncovered rock which
was literally honeycombed with gold.
Samples were assayed by the Bagdad
Chase Mining company, of which Senator Chauncoy Depew Is a large stockholder, tiie assay showing a value of
JIl.'.J a ton. The news quickly spread,
precipitating a grand rush. This strike
Chances for
Increases O'Donnell's
holding his claim against the Santa Fe.
v.
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If there Is a ground hog In New
Mexico, and if that ground hog came
out of his hole yesterday, he had all
the chances In the world to see his
shadow, for there has never been a
brighter day so far as central New
The weather
Mexico is Concerned,
man in Washington had promised
cloudy weather and some rain, but
there was not a etOttd in sight all day.
and if the tradition hanging to the day
is Of any aecounl we are to have six
It is
more weeks of winter here.
hoped and to he expected that the
oniing six weeks will prove that the
ground hog isn't familiar with the Indie itlons ill New Mexieo.
FOLK

LITERARY

SEEING

THE

DEVELOP

COAL

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

PUERCO

ALONG

GREAT

MEXICO

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

RIVER

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

Frank C. Miller, vice president of
the Pioneer Trust company of Kansas

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

ho has boen in the city for the
past two days in company with Attorney J. Willis fJleed of Topeka, Kas..

City,

w

left last night for Rio Puerco where
he will look over the coal lands on
the Antonio Sedlllo kind grant, in
which he is interested with a number
of eastern men. It Is likely that his
company will start development of
the coal property there within the
next few months.
Mr. Miller Is at the head of one of
the tdg financial institutions of Kansas City and with coal strikes Imminent in the east It would be a very auspicious time for the new coal lands to
be opened up. He said to a Journal
man last night before leaving that he
had nothing to say until he returned,
when he might be in better position
to discuss the possibility of what
would lie done.
Mr. Miller spent yesterday
afternoon at the plant of the American
Lumber company, and said last night
that it was the biggest and best plant
of the kind he had ever visited.
"You have a great country here In
New Mexico. If you only realize It,"
said he, "and some day you will be
bigger than either Colorado or Arizona. They both have mining, but
you have timtber, coal, sheep and cattle and a ibetter mining country than
either of them when it is developed.
It looks very much like joint statehood at present and I believe there
Is great likelihood of your getting It.
I think It would be a fine thing for
all concerned.
Of course there arc
some parts of your territory that need
a little polish and a Utile more population, but it will come very fast
with statehood.
"Myself and my people are Interest-

P

REPORT OF HTFI
--

Albuquerque, New Mexico
AT THE CLOSE OP BUSINESS, NOVEMBER

$ 1,350,650.00
Loans and Discounts
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate
02,322.60
88,500.00
Banking House and Furniture
$ 300,000.00
United States Bond
Cash and Exchango . . . 1.370,306.21 1,670,306.21

sion of the governmert If they get a
chance," said the alarmist.

THE
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Bent's Insect

of Albuquerque, New Mexico

greatest bug and
insect killer known.

Tlie

Capital

B. H.

by-

The State National Hank solicits a share of your Business upon the basis of sound progressive banking,
liberal and acuratc treatment.
Correspondence or a

-

personal interview solicited.

& Co

Briggs

W

Fropg. Alvarado rharmacy
St. and Gold Ave.

ITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

AND UNSUIU'AKSKI)

Fst

THE
BANK OF COMMERCE

ELK'S OPERA HOUSE
-.

NIGHTS,

I

I

.

it. P.

hall.

Proprietor

Iron and Ilraxs Castings, Ore, Coal,
r.d Lumber Cara, Pulleys, Grate
Ban, Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Itulld-IngRepairs on Mining and
Mlllin- - Machinery in Our Specialty

Popular

Favorites-

CAPITAL,

Dealers In
GROCERIES.
PROVISIONS, HAY.
GRAIN AND FUEL.
Fine Line il linnorlcd Wines. Lluiior
und Curan, l'lm-- Your Orders
For Tills Line With Us.
1S.S15-31- 7
NORTH THIRD STREET

MONDAY Dora Thome,
Tompkins' Hot Finish,
TUESDAY
Dr. .Ickyll anil Mr.
WEDNESDAY
Hyde.
THURSDAY
An' Vou an Odd

Fclloa ?
FRID 1Y Dead wood Dick.
FEATURES
VAUDEVILLE
BETWEEN EACH ACT.

Ladies Free Monday Night
Providing Seats arc Reserved at Mat
OB'S

liel'ore

11

I.

M.

ELKS'

OPERA

Prices:
--

25c and

15c,

35c

SKATS NOW ON 8ALE- -

HOHSF Undertaking Company,
107 West

--

ONE NIGHT

ONLY-

lioth 'Phones,

-

i

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10

Florence

Officers and Directors:
LUNA, President.
W. 8. 8TIUCKLI.lt,
W. J. JOHNSON,
and Cashier.
Assistant Cashier,
WILLIAM McINTOSH.
GEORGE ARNOT.
J. C. RALDRIDGE.
A. M. RLACKWELL.
O. E. CROMWELL.
Vice-Preside-

Fipan

Santal-Pepsi-

in

Bastbound
11:00
12:51
2:11
3:00
4:02
4:32
0:45
8:30
3:00
4:35
7:30

STATIONS
Lv
Lv
Lv

a. m
p. m
p. m
p.

Santa Fe
Española
Embudo
Daranca
Servilleta
Tres Piedras
Antonlto
Alamosa
Pueblo
Colorado Springs
Denver

m....Lv

p. m
Lv
p. m
Lv
p. m....Lv
p. m
Lv
a. m....Lv
a. m
Lv
a. m
Ar

Ar....
Lv

Lv....
Lv....
Lv

Westbound
3:30 p. m

1:26 p.'m
12:26 p. m
11:86 p. m
10:29 p. m
10:00 p. m
8:10 p. m

Lv....
Lv....
Lv.... 6:40
Lv.... 11:05
Lv.... 9:40
Lv

a. m

p. m
p. m
7:00 p. m

CONNECTIONS

At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and intermediate points via either
gauge line via La Veta Tass or the narrow gauge via
Salida. mUcIng
the entire trip in daylight and passing through the Famous Royal Gorge,
also
for all points on Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. A.,
. .
A. S. BARNEY,
Denver Colo.

I

Communication Made Easy j
BrtWM. the Great
nnvl

.rl'trrhot

Kot lnfUmniRtliin
Kid- Blarl.lor nl l.-- .
MO CURE H ) PAT. I'urM
mi

Hi.-

S,
west and Kansas City, St. Lonls,
Chicago,
all points North and East by the

ii.

"The Strength

'jiilrkly and permancutlr th
miml mn.-- ol wonorrnow
unit dsft, no mftttr of hoe
long Handing. Abiolut6lf
hninili-MSold liy driigKitti.
Prlrn II on, or by mall,
boxea. fEfR

of the Weak"

THE SANTAL-PEPSIBslMootaiiM,

me-Cha- nl

NEW MODERN PLAY BY
i ICE M. SMITH

THE PLAYERS
Florence RoblltSOn
Adelaide Mnnola

llmli

Effective December 10, 1905.

Capsules

n

A POSITIVE CURE

V

JamCS I'.. Wll-o- n
FuireiM' Ormonde
Robert M. Wa.lc

Santa IV Branch

theenglewood

Roberts Scott's

With Max

Railroad Avenue,
Duv or Niirlit.

MRS. J. BOULDEN. Prop.
Auto. Phone 214
Cerner Second Street and Copper Ave
Albuaueraue. New Mexico.

JOHN CORT ANNOUNCES

4-

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner whore good meals are Berved.

THE FVEHU

l

50,000.0.

O. & R. G. SYSTEM

FOUNDRY

Toil & Gradi

1

SOLOMON

s,

Bal Side Railroad Track AlliunnrrQiic

F

EXTENDS TO DKl'OSITOKS EVEKY FROl'ER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

COMMENCING

Monday, Feb 5

NEW

$100,000.00
15,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits

Harmless to human
beings, but death to
insects, Price,
a
85c per pint.
Sold only

J. B. Hcrndon, Cashier

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

Stock Company
Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works

e44eeeeeseeeeo

0. N. Marrón, President

Destroyer

ARIZONA

Preacott Ariz., appears lo have
been on the v. rv edge of the earthquake which stirred northern Arizona.
Thursday. January 14. The line of
greatest action was along the Santa Fe
railroad, and the center seems to have
he n the San Kranclsco peaks, above
flagstaff, San Pram Isco Mountain,
13,000 feet high, Is all extinct volcano,
from the summit of which hundreds
of volcanic coin s Can be seen, scattered about within a radius
..f twenty
miles.
It is believed that the niiitiii- tain was In eruption up to very recent
geologic times, much of the lava appearing as fresh as though It had follow i d within a year.
For more than 100 miles around,
the legion was covered deep in Volcanic scoriae. In places ll'n feet In
depth The original crater was about
two miles in length by one in width,
but within it just under Mt. Agassi., is
METZGAR
THAT
FORTUNE a smaller crater. Which evidently, was
th. ist to subside There Is an Interesting theory to the effect that the
TURNS
UP AGAIN
tirand Canyon of the Colorado rivet
S - stait.il by an eurthqiia ke
crack
during the time of one of the mighty
itaclysma that proceeded by Ran
K u :lin ik
are
Km in bno Mountain
not Common In Arizona, and the quesTlie fortune of the i.iie Baron Theo- tion seems to be over what part the
lumbering fins under the Prisco
bald sfehsgar von vVelbon. shoas demise occurred In the year lfiül In QOT" leaks hud to do with the disturbance
many, has been divided once more and lust piss,., through.
this time some fourteen or fifteen
If you need a cuniciitcr, telephone
HetSgars In IhS sunny slate of Kansas
are sharing In tlie division of tin
Mc'spaildcn, the exchange man. 300
lUt.tOf.Mo said to hav. keen left by
South Broadway.
the somewhat ( ( cent ric fo rman Rockefeller of the mtddll ages Tile Stoi
iCucnl vntits srun. the
of the Metzgar fortune has been told b Compound
s
i. in. dt for coughs, colds and
it is almost us
so often that
well bronchi) Is.
ras
nli nt Itunm- .
known In newspaper reading families
I I I n ow i :its.
FRESH
In America as the fable of OOOrgC
IVES THE I I.OKINT.
Washington and his hatchet
It Is to
íñ un- - i isi
tineffect that the above mentioned
ins iroi men.
artisans,
Professional
Baron, at the time of his death, severS? What do vou do with vour
al hundred years ago. left his vast for- professional
arid trade inurnals? You
tune to tlie care of a beneficent king surelv do not throw them nwav? Let's
or two. who at the end of 100 years talk over this matter of having them
bound, thus saving the valuable matwere to divide the same among his ter
contained In them, magazines.
legitimate heirs wherever they might
II S. I IIIK.UU A CO..
I to. ik
be. The hundred years passed, hut
binders at tlie Journal Ofllcc.
when the time came to divide up. the
If MM need a carp, titer telephone
royal trustees were a little short of llessellrCll.
a
cash and postponed the division for
couple of hundred years or so. Recent.ml First t ables.
ly there has seemed to be a disposiParis. Feb, 2 Jules Despecher, who
tion on the part of the aforesaid royal
with Cyrus Field and 8lr
trustees to dig up, for every week or John Pender In the construction of the
so In some state or section the story first Atlantic cables, died today. He
of the Metzgar fortune has bobbed up, was 83 years old.

$3,130,784.81

e

Ethel Tucker

William Kdslnger,
in phew of Mrs.
Btl
Balling, between 17 and 18 years
of age, left the Hailing hom. last night
about
o'clock and It Is presumed
that he Skipped out for his home in
P. iy vun la He look a diamond ring
belonging to his anni which Is valued
at l( and for this the police are looking for him.
Mr. Hailing, who conducts the Iceberg saloon was out last night trying
to local, th. hoy and If he is found rm
will be mad. to disgorge the ring and
then Mr Palling says that he will he
very willing for him to go
Young Kdslnger came here some
months ago from Pennsylvania and
Mr Hailing IUCCI sded In Retting him a
Job in lb. Santa
sr diops. and WU
giving him a good home and generous
treatment
It is not prohald. that the boy will
be caught.

200,000.00
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208,185.58
2,632,580.23

TOTAL
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$

DEPOSITORY OF THE A T. & S. F. RAILWAY SYSTEM

e-

I

Captlal and Profits
Circulation
Deposits

.83,130,784.81

TOTAL
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LIABILITIES

RESOURCES

ble property, and I am glad that wo
are in such favored loe. lily.
The
coal and iron mines of New Mexico
alone are enough to make it one of
the best sr.ites in the ITnlon, when they
are properly developed."
Easy Going,
"The railway men will take posses-

iOlrO

THE- -

OF

First National Bank

ed in New Mexico, we own considera-

instant Recognition.
"Doesn't the Speaker Teeognize.
you ?"
"The minute I get on my feej," aneditor and magazine writer, arrived in swered the new congressman, "he recAlbuquerque last night for a stay of ognizes me as one of the people he
s. v.ril days.
The party had had a doesn't want to hear from."
loon day's ride through New Mexico
an retired as soon as rooms were assigned them in the Alvarado.
Mr. White, who acted as spokesman
for the pat ty, said he and his companions were In the territories on a pleasure trip and nothing more, and that
they would go on to the . oast in a day
or SO, They have been In Colorad
Spring! for several days, where the
correspondents have discovered that
Tai hell is in the west to make a
sillily Of the methods of the Colorado Always. Remember the Full Name
Fuel & Iron company and Its rotation I axaiive Jjjromo cjuinine
to lb.- oil trust.
Mr. White says Miss
Tarbell is not investigating anything Cures a Cold inOne Day, Crip in 2 Days
hut the scenery and places of interon every
est in the south west.
box. 25c

RING EARTHQUAKE

lte.

S,

LANDS

da M. Tarbell, historian of Standard Oil, John S. Phillips, of the
company and Mrs.
Phillips
PMlllpS and William Allen White,

E TINE

I

MAY

A Deliberate opinion.
"Do you believe in transmigration
of souls?"
"Well," answered the man who
never admits that he doesn't know
everything, "I wouldn't recommend It
as a regular practice."

T
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TOMATOES.
WATKIM KKSS.

COMPANY.

Saturday. February
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LuciiiM ilcndcrMin Luetic Vorkc
Jonetth llasleton
Man Bert rand
RimIuci-Lillian Arnutby

Prices: 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
Seals on nale at MatwnV Book Store,
Thursday Feb. S. at 9 o'clock.

El Paso

gj

Southwestern System

Rock Island System

CO.

Ohio.

II. R U P P B. Airent for Albuquerque

Shortest. Quickest, therefore the Rest. The Only way
with
through trains dally, carrying Standard and
Tourist
Dining Cars. Chai, Cars and
.
For any Tip
where, any time TAKE THE SOI "HI WESTERN.

two

,'-,-
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Will
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laem on trial, lo ba
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Kra. If your árafftat
Sara utafa aaaa yaar araara la faa

UNITID mfoiCAL CO., so

Ta,

i
u.
pr.ttll
uki for

iaaa aat

Lanoaart. fa.

Sold in Albuquerque by the 3. II.
O'RIclly Comiiany.

For Full Particulars sec any Agent or
Address

UA".IaiJtING
Hi'iai
vjh

lire iil

EL

V.
PASO, TEXAS

R. STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent

Saturday. February
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A Business Proposition

ACHUSS

The recent announcement of the
purchase of large coal tracts in the vicinity of Durango by the Southern Pacific company fully confirms the be
lief
Coloradouns have entertained for ninny years that the Centennial state would soon supply nearly all the coal needed by the Pacific
coast territory, says the Denver Pont.
of the Durango
The acquirement
coal land by the Southern Pacific indian
cates that there will be waged a
struggle between thai corporation, represented by e. ii. liar riman,
railway syst. ms
and the Moffat-Uoul- d
for the Pacific coal business. And as
a result of this competition there is
promised the rapid development of
not only the almost immeasurable
coal fields of southwestern Colorado,
but also the development of these in
the northwestern part of the st.u
While the early development of the
latter had been presaged for many
months, through the construction, of
the Moffat line to Salt Lake, so aggressive an evolution to a productive
condition of the state's coal industry
as now seems probable w ithin a few
years was not assured until the South- ern Pacific people acquired the Porte,
mines at Durango. and followed the
purchase of that property by securing
additional holdings thereabout, aggte-gattn- g
over 20,000 acres.
The Southern Paolflc company would
scarcely have entered into this coal
field, however, but for the fact that
George Could planned building the
Western Pacific railroad, which will
extend from Salt Lake through north- ern California to San francisco, and
which will form the western ciriec-tlo- n
g

Southwestern

Finds

NEW

That

FOUR

DRIVE

WHEEL

ENGINES TO RAISE THE DUST
II

Was Buncoed.

SUES COLORADO

COAL

TRUST UPON OLD CONTRACT
From tne allegations contained In a
suit filed In the district court in Kl
Paso, Tex., It would appear that thero
have been no rebating relations bo- tween the El Paso and Southwest! m
Hallway company and the Colorado
Fuel and Iron company. although
some people seemed to think at one
time that such relations existed.
The title of the suit referred to k)
the El Paso and Southwestern Rall-- I
way company vs. the Colorado Fuel
and Iron Company, and the amount
sued for is about $35,0011. The BC- -.
tlon turns upon a contract for the
furnishing of coal to the plaintiff by
the defendant for the operation of Its
railroad, which contract, it Is allefad
was broken by the defendant throng, i
a deception and misrepresentation.
In the petition of the railway company it is alleged that on December
4, 1901, It entered into a Uve yea:a'
contract with the Colorado F'ucl and
Iron company to furnish it coal for
the operation of its road.
By the
terms of the contract the railroad
company was to take between if . 0 f: 0
and 2,500 tons of coal per month. It
being estimated that this amount
would be needed. The price agreed
upon was 14.05 per ton. It was ala i
stipulated In the contract that if at
any time the railroad company found
thai It needed more coal than the
above amount, upon giving the defendant notice, the same would be
supplied at the same price.
The plaintiff alleges that It subsequently ascertained that at least
6,000 tons of coal per month were r
iiulred In the operation of its road,
and that It so untitled the Colorado
Fuel and Iron company, whicli agree '
to modify its contract accordingly,
and for a time delivered coal at $4.n&
per ton until November 10 1. On this
date, it Is alleged, the Colorado Fu
und Iron Company "wrongfully,
and falsely pretended" that on
account of a strike In Its mines It
would be unable to furnish coal fr tm
its mines under the contract, and thi t
the plaintiff would have to seek el
where for its coal.
The railroad company then ntered
Into a contract with the New Mexico Hallway and Coal company for lis
supply of coal for one year, and obtained during that year 72.000 toi s
of coal and was compelled to pry
$4.50 per ton for the same. Th
plaintiff alleges that at the time the
contract was made and throughout
the period of its existence, the Colorado Fuel and Iron company was the
owner of and controlled the output of
the New Mexico Railway and Coal
companyThis fact the plaintiffs allege, they did not know until after th
contract had expired and that th"
whole of the 72.000 tons of coal delivered ostensibly by the New Mexico
Hallway and Coal company, was v a
ly and in truth delivered by the Colo
raijo Fuel and Iron company, through
the former company, anil that the defendant fraudulently and unlawfully
received in violation of Its contract
$4.50 per ton for said coal.
The railway company alleges that
by reason of the above alleged violation of the contract by the defCldai
It was dnmaged in the sum of 11,4S0,
which represents the difference Iv
t ween the mice that It naid for th"
72,000 tons of coal and the prlei thai
was provided under the original con- tract, Interest at the rate or t )ic r
17.
cent ner annum from IHeeinbii
1904. Is also demanded.
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The Santa Fe railway will soon
make a change in th" class of engines
in use on the first district of the Aib-- !
ona division on passenger trains and
will thereby be able to lower the
s heduli s quito materially.
The ten
hundred class and the twelve hundred
class which are now in use are to be
replaced by the Atlantic type, batanee compounds, which have made
such greal speed records on Kansas
divisions in the last year. The replaced engines will lie sent to the divisions
where there are heavy grades and
where the maximum of speed can not
be obtained.
The difference between the Atlantic
'and Pacific type of the balance compound lies in the drivers, the Atlantic
type having a larger drive w heel and
Instead of six drivers there are hut
four. The maximum speed, oil these
engines, it Is claimed, has never bee n
reached. The Santa Kc type of engine is the
class and is
an engine built especially for speed
ami heavy capacity.
The Santa Fe has placed an order
wilh the Baldwin works for eighty
new engines of the Atlantic, Santa Kc
class and
and the slxtecn-hundre- d
when these arrive the road will be
in the best of condition to handle Its
immense traffic which la Increasing In
leaps and bounds. The completion of
the various branch lines and cut-ofwill require increased motive power
and it Is obvious that the new motive
power must be added to handle the
increased freight business.

hei-oule-

i

a st si
It Was Quiet at Ban.
"Speaking of the rushing business
e
on the Santa Fe," said the
railroader at the local Santa Fe stn-- !
tlon yesterday, "an Illustration of the
way the engine and train crews are
worked came out a few days ago. A
old-tim-

this city had left
lost for some
four hours on the eighteen inllfs of
track between this city and that place
a messenger was sent out on a gasoline 'speeder' to find the train.
down to Harr and there he found
the train on the Siding, the engli e- man and llreman In the engine cab,
snoring, and the train crew back in
the caboose, all sleeping soundly. They
had been on the road continuously for
hours and when
sonic twenty-fou- r
they got on the siding at Harr they
thought the train they would inert at
that point would awaken them when
passing, but It didn't. They were nil
called on the carpi t. but after explaining the case they were let off with a
reprimand and without the customary
'brownies.' They didn't get overtime
for the lime they were sleeping, how- ever."
due
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Moffat line.

COMMON

8., Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m departs

No.

7:45 p. m.

Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
Io.
6:60 u. m departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound
,N. L, California Express, arrives 7:34)
p. m.. departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3.. California
Limited, arrives
11:10 a. m.. departs 11:2.
No. 7.. Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m.. departs 11:51.
No. 9 Fast M ill, arrives 11:3". p. m.,
Southbound
No. 9.. Mexico Express, depr.rU 12:15

--

f

One-- f

ourlh Off Our Regular Prices

All Mv

Men's Clothing and Overcoats Must Go

Reductions here are always genuine, plain, fair and square. You can
make them yourself thus, if you select a Suit or Overcoat marked
$12, you deduct $3 and pay $9. if your choice falls on a $20 garment, you have the right to take off $5 and pay only $15, and so on
throughout the store. Nothing Plainer, Cleaner or Straighten

p. m.
Local freight train, No. 99., southbound,
departs
at 5 a. m. and

carries passengers.
Arrives From S. nth
No. 10., Mexico Express, airives 6:50
n. m.
No. 1C,

makes all local stops east of
Albunucmue.
runs direct to T,os Angeles.
runs direct to San Francisco.
NO, 3. runs direct to Loa Angeles and
San Francisco.
All trains dailv

Hardly

No. 1.
No. 7.

sec

how you can afford to miss this sale, for it's really throwing m iney away

M.MANDELL

and
Arlnoit $S-j$4.00 Situ

SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILROAD
In Effect Dec. 25, 1904.
Southbound
Northbound
1
No.
STATIONS.
No. a
1:00 pm Lv. .Santa Fe..Ar 4:30 pm
1:20 pm... Donaetani
4:10 pm
15 pm . . . Vega Blanca...
3:45 pm

Dattlcf ,;.
Nfillrton'f Shorr

Manhattan Shirts
EarlA Wihon

Shirti

yagrr Underivtar

Fine Clothing & Furn is h ings, Albuquerque

...

1 :

2:20pm... .Kennedy
2:45 pml
3:30 pm

YOUR HOUSE

I N. Peach & Co.
'

1

REAL ESTATE

Dealers
jjj
!
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ft

rr

jj
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Oflice: 208'í W. Gold Avenue
Auto. Phone 33&

ft
W

91

I

mm.

Paints, Oils and Vanishes

the old leaky roof. Get a
new one that will endure

PahlMttO ROOI Paint last- Five Yearn
ami Stops Leaks.
-

Put

imam
orwa

Cash
40H

sun shines.

mid

Lara;

LIGHT AND HKAVY HARNESS

J. KORBER

WEST RAILROAD AVF.NFE

Di

aler

.:.se

:

ss se
:

:

:

e.:

SAUSAGE

Agent.

117 iTcncl Avenue
Albuquerque, X. M.

roll

A

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

:

ee.:.e.ee

C. A. HUDSON

6

Wall Taper ana
Jap-a-La- c
1 J
wmmmmmmmmtmmmnmmmmammmmmm

In

First Class Work Guaranteed
l'r'ccs Reasonable

SPECIALTY

118

CATTLE and ROG8 BIGGE8T
MARKET PRICE

NORTH SECOND STREET

eMtMM

.:...:...:...:...;...:.e.:.e.:..

rID

THE ECONOMIST
Albuquerque's Brightest and Busiest Store
THE DAYLIGHT

CO.

e.J.e.:.e e.:.e.: s :.e

s

Fresh and Salt Meats

DORRAOAILE 4 t OMIWNY

&

Corner Firsr Street and Copper Avenue.

for Hides nial Pelts.

Wholesale and Itrtnll

Anyone cnu put It down.
tVcc Sample uu request.
1'ur : u!n by

I

Horse Blankets

"5-A- "

Saddles, and

WM. FARR:

on your building and you will neve
care how hard i' vains or how hot tb

In odd lots.

Will look well and feel well when
you have one of our genuine

on him. Low Trices Now.
New Stock.

SA

itni,

Leather, Harness, Baddies, Lap
norsc Blankets, i:tc.

vHSss

.

mi

Y
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THOS. F. KELEHER

.3sSw

ú

Carriages, Buggies and

the

Special Bargain Tables
All odd bus found in tak
ing Inventory placed on
bargain tables at half
ices. This takes
regular
in all kinds of Dry (binds

may move all my winter stock out of my store in short
will now offer my trade a uniform discount of

10..

COLDS

Cause of Many Seiim:
Pispases.
Physicians who have gained a national reputation as anatsysts of the
cause of various diseases, claim that if
catching cold could be avoided a. long
list of dangerous ailments would never
Everyone knows that
be heard of.
i pneumonia ami consumption originate
'from a cold, and chronic catarrh
bronchitis, and all throat and luQg
troubles are aggravated and rendered
more serious by each fresh attack.
Do. not risk your life or take chances
Chamber-- I
(when you have u cold.
Iain's Couch Remedy win cure it
develop.
This
diseases
before these
remedy contains no opium, morphln"
Ear other harmful drug and ha.s thirl v
years of reputation back of it. gained
by its cures under every condition. For
by all druggists.
jsale
The Best Physic.
'
you
is
When
want a physic that
NOTICE TO WATER CONSUMERS.
mild and gentle, easy to take ami
Water tax is due and payable at of- pleasant in effect, take Chamjbiarlaln'i flee of undersigned betw een first and
stomach and Liver Tablets, pries 2" fifth of month.
eeu!s. Every box warranted.
WATER si I'PI Y COMPANY..
Get freo
sample from any druggist.
217 Weil Cold Avenue.
Are

I

order, I

Enstbouiul.

No. 2., Atlantic Express, arrives 7:C6
a. m., deuatts 8:S0 a. m.
No. 4., Chicugo Limited, arrives 11:59
p. m
departs 12:09 a. m.

.... 3:10pm
Clark
2:45 pm,
Stanley
1:56 pm
money
aggregate
amount of
The
4:05pm.... Morlarty . ... 1:20pm'1
Im4:30pm.... Mcintosh ...112:46pm
that the development of these two
Estancia .... 112:20 pin
mense coal fields by railroad Interests 5:46 pm
6:20pm.... Wllllard ...,11:16am!
will bring into Colorado Is beyond ab6:50
Progresse
pm....
.... 10:45 am
ility of anybody to estimate at this
7:20 pm
Blanca
10:25 am,
time, but Its volume within the Imme8:10 pm Ar.. Torrance . . Lv 9:40am'
diate future following the inauguraRead up
tion of first shipments can be Conslder- - Read down
ed sufficiently heavy to exert great Influence upon Denver bank Clearings.
With a line already decided upon by
the Southern Pacific between Durango
and the coast, commencement of Colorado's big coal developim hi and the
asea 11 ai
ugrTT"T
prosperity accompanying it looks close
at hand.
of th

fs

'thirty-fou- r'

kitia$WkeeitgfJ

TABLE

NEW MEXICO
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IS DISCOVERED
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Ladles will kindly note
si, daily every design,
pattern and piece of Roods
shown hi this sab- Is entirely new, and exhibited
for sale at our counters
for the first time.

i

STORE

--

Our Great Annual Sale of White Goods, Embroideries tS Wash Laces
New designs f rorti the most delicate to the practical arc hew in Embroideries, Laces and White (muís. The variety is large, including Laces and Embroideries tot Dresses, Underwear, Children's
Embroideries.
Frocks, and Infants' Outfits in cambric, nainsook, and Swisses, in all widths Edges, Insertions, Galloons, Beadings, and Ribbon Galloon, Corset Cover Embroideries, and

iHdn't Know Western Horse Etiquette.
There s a brakeman down In th
Sant Fe yards, a man who wears a
'Avhlto collar and works on one of the
Limited trains, who Is out the prlc
ami
of a. bronco and n fine Saddle
bridle. He has suffered this loss simply because lie failed to acquaint him-newith western horse etiquette,
Thursday
the brakeman. clad la
yellow leather spats and cordon
breeches, set out for a borse hack rid'
He hired a bronco for the afternoc n
and betook himself up the Rio Grande
valley to the green alfalfa li Ids Alter riding out a mile or I wo he decided
to get off and rest ami dismounted,
with the bridle reins thrown over the
saddle horn, his arm through one f
them. What was his surprise when the
pony suddenly threw down bis head,
threw up his tall, planted his fore f, et
In the sand for an Instant and then
departed towaril the elevated timber
n the northern horlson. The brake-ma- n
rubbed his eyes, and now he is
rubbing his feet, for he h id to walk
hack to town. He has learned since
thut a western horse does not consider
.'It pruer to stand still unless the bridle reins are allowed to trail on th
ground.

All-ove-

I
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EM-BPOIVE-RI-

lf

That we have always been the great embroidery bouse qf the southwest will be more than equated In our display for this season. Never
RSjl there been Rucb a showing of beautiful
Kmbrolderlcs nnywhere,
as the sale will reveal. Exclusive "attorns of the finest work, made
on the best of cloths, In Cambric. Nainsook and Swiss, in single widlbs,
matched Silk FlounolngS and Atlover. that are the. creation of the lust
designers, and made on hand machines, and all marked for quick
Soiling at popular prices. These assortments are all the height of perfection, and will not be equaled again this season.
Insertions A most alluring gathering of beautiful style
mil qunli- IOC, 50c and up.
ties SO, IOC, ISC, le,

.

2.-.-

from the dainty, narrow little effects to the finest and
elaborate designs ,V, UK', lie, Uk 27n: NO, XV, 10c. 50c.
and up.
Flounclngs beautiful and handsome patterns, special values 50c,
Tac,
l.M, Sl.SS, II.se, 2.nn and up to M.H
pué.
Ftouncings if, Inches wide, rich and exclusive patterns, at $1.50.
v 7.1. sj on nml up.
AB overs front the dglnty baby patterns up ta the finest nnd most
labórate patterns of the best designers of L'urope-11.0- 50c, 75e.
11.50, SI .75, M-0nml up.
loafl

i

UM MATCHED

The Mexican Central Is putting In
large amount of new equipment.
s
coaches
Yesterday six new
"Tor that line were In the local yards.
n

first-clas-

yard "goat," arrived
In the local yards.

ájesterday for use

PONT FORGET
runs to the
i
while our hobbv
we still make
looVe
.Sfstem bound
account
SioeVlal rufed and
to suit your
K brk made
books
energy
business sav!JUine. patient
"Mi in""" ;. .
m. .
II, M. Ill 1
IlooU.io.lers I;. the V.i."?rJ.Vr,l5,Wl

lif

..,.,

IK'HS

Slnll,

'

"1

"""
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EMTt'ROI'DE'RIES

Pig sale of Pnmntehcd Kmbrolderles. Placed on I larga In Tallies for
easy choosing. Thousands of yards- - divided Into lot numbers.
Sale Price
Lot No. 1, F.mbroldery and Insertions.
.V
Lot No. 2. Kmbroldcry and Insertions. Sale Price
5c
10c
Lot No. 3. Embroidery ond Insertions. Sale Price
Lot No. 4. Kmiiroldery nnd Insertions. Sale Price
UWc
; . .
Lot No. 5. F.mbroldery nnd Insertions. Sale Price
.l.V
Lot No. C. Embroidery and Insertions. Sale Price
20c
Lot No. 7. Embroidery and Insertions. Sale Price
25c
XM"
Lot No. 8. Embroidery and Insertions. Sale Price
400
Lot No. 1. Embroidery and Insertions. Sale Price
50c
Lot No. 10. lanliioldery and Insertions. Sale I'rlee
Rale
rfjot No. ífí- - Embroidery and Insertions.

.

(

Alt fresli,

$W

magnificent showing of the

line of new While Mercerized
Piques all size cords tid Welts,
Walstlngs anil Suitings; small,
superior styles fc iklfte, for
neat designs, per yard
25o
Weu and
durablHt
extra
25c. ISO, 50c. 05c, 75c
values
50c line of Imported White Waist-ludesigns; veiy choice, per
Checked Kttasnolm for apfong, a
yard
35c
Spic-la- l
Htrge range of patterns.
'
values, per yard . . . . 10c and 15c
beer grades,
india Linqns, fin
ai special pile, ;; '.','2 Inches wld,
at
10c, IS! v, 15c, 2i, 25c, ::.".'
g

Valenciennes Kilge s nnd Insertions, an entire new line
shown for the first time, In autlful patterns, all kinds. Special
values at 25c, We, sec, ssc, 75c, H5c and $1.00 per do.en yards.
Piatt Valenciennes Bdgei and Insertions, fine, handsome patterns
that readily retail nt 20c nml 25c the yard; in widths up to S
Inches. This sale, Hit- per yard.
h
up
French Torchon SSO yards of fine, narrow edges, from
to '! foches, and valm s up to 15c the yard. Sate Price. 5c.
French Torchons- - Hundreds of patterns In fine Paiges and Insertions,
copies of the regl band-mae goods, up to 4 Inches
wide, nnd
bolee, ut 10c.
values up to üf.c a yard.
-

lVj-lnc-

d

ENGIJSTJ tiONOrLOTB
pieces
In
liest Material for t'nderwear

LAWNS.

1

extra reduction for this

I0c nnd 100 11.50 grade,
$1.75 grade,
French Lawns and W.isli
11.00 grade,
ÍI.2H grade,
ChJfSons, for dalnt
suits nnd
waists; extra price reductions for
1.6Í grade,
this sale. .50c. 75c. $1.00 and $1.50 13, nu gride,
S5c, SSO,

Q
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1

flete Goods

this
this
this
this

sale,
sale.
sale.
sale,
till sale,
this sale.

price .
price,
price
price.
price .
price .
.

.$1.25
.$1.50

.

.

.

.

.

.

.$1.75

.

.

.$2.110

.

.

.

.

.

.$2 50

TVCKIJVGS
Tickings for Waists

largely used this season. We are showing
an unusually large Uta- of single and cluster Tucks, also Lac"
Combination Tucks, at noc, 7,v. st.oo. $1.2, $t.ro. and $1.75 yd
w

ill be

$2.25

lrriHJin

Daily

pes regular 10c value,
the yard.
New Lawns, New Wash Goods, New Dress Goods,
New Dotted Swisses and Swiss Muslins
New Gloves,
New Belts,
New Neckwear

New (iinjrliams,
in

jVetv Goods

Lai'es. In Fr neb Torcho. i.
Oer- -

man and French Valenciennes Laces.

goods.

ni: persi w
sheer, for pretty dresses and

N'ew Wnsh

New PfOnch

ISO

Very
waists,
sale

A

Piatt Valenciennes and Point dt Parte Valenciennes, nnd the new

Nc.v Advance Styles in White Cotton Dress Gtodt
and WffiittUg Special low prices arc made (or tin's
sale.

WASH LACES

I

ALLOVEK- EM-DPOI--
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The Hallway Employes' Mutual
'Protective association a California or-Is
ganisation, of which Louis Ledger
snd J. L. Proliant secre. president
tary, filed duplicate articles nfstiic.nr-porátlo- n
In the office of the probate
'clerk of this city yesterday. Charlti
'P. Clumpp is designated as the locul
agent of the association.

239.1.

e.

Headings

New Hallway Association,

2 The

:t.--

White Dress Goods Sale

r

just arrived,
this sale 8

100

D

S3L

COHSET COVEB
ERNIES

Embroideries in Swiss, Nainsook and Cambric, at special
prices for I'll sale from the daintiest baby patterns to the
large open designs for Women's Embroidered Waists, at 50c,
75c. $1.00. $1.50. $2.00. $2.50. $3.00, $.1.50. $1.00 and $5.00 yard.
In Corset Cover Embroideries our line Is most complete at 25c, 35c,
50c. 75c, $1.00 ami op.
Atlover

c

Arriving DailySee

WtndoXws

WomenfJVetou Sprin Waists
First showing
fawn,

of tho new 1900 Spring Waists, made of
batiste and chiffon; lace and embroidery trimmed, at

7.50. 6. 5. 4. 3.5 ü dotvn to 1.25
and at $1.25 we show exceptional va ues.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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Many Draughtsmen

JJlbuqucrque Hlorning ourna!

D. A. MACPHERSON. President.
H. B. HENINO.

COMPANY
W.

City

R.

BURKE, Editor.

FOR SALE

THEY ARE HK.IIT.

t!fl.

Ostermoor Mattresses
.

.eRttj;--

Leggelt & Piatt Springs

i;

Russell Sturgis. In his recent work
on "The Appreciation
of Pictures,''
Foui-roogives mime Interesting views respectbrick on
SANITAIRE IRON
VFAV TELFIMIONK 4X3
$1250
South IMIth.
ing the pri gress of art In this coun- MONFV. IX IO AN ON OOOD UK A I
ESTATE 8ECLHITY AT LOW
try. f;;eaking of the largely IncreasRATES OK INTEKEK1
FOR RF.NT.
persons
ed number of
who seek to
A combination
that produces
House. S. Fifth St.. I2S.00.
make a living by drawing, he says:
frame, nearHouse. S. Fifth St.. fL'fi.00.
"When one school of the United
House. North Arno llü.OO.
ly
new, on South
that restful feeling. Call nd
States boasts 1,200 pupils at one time. (room House, North Hroadwav. $1".
IDiOO
Edith
for
House.
112.
South
Hroadwav.
when many
see' our line.
exist with 300 or
House. North Arno St.. $ la. on.
400 each, It in found that there must
House.
North
Broadwav.
he at any one time i'u.000
15.00.
Mail Orders Solicited
FOR SALE.
artists in the American community, all
House, with business room.
of them sufficiently taught to be calot .',0x100 feet. South Third street,
pable Of producing a picture of some
ll.r.00.00.
sort which, when framed, might conHouse with lots 50x142 to: i.
IF Y( 0 WANT
BES I'S
ceivably be hung on the walls of an
on a corner near In. Price, 12,000.
OR BASTWRN
PEREA
exhibition. But of those (0,010 not
house, two blocks from poat-- I
West End Viaduct
!'::í;,.
ADDITION LOTS
-- "
10 per cent are of any great imporAuU). 'Phone 474
office with two lots. House wel'
tance. That is true; not even 5 per
furnished. This property Is in one;
cent of them have thoughts to expíes
of the best locations in this city,
.c
2.-A BOTTLE
25c A HOTTLE
which are expressible in any forir: of
and Is for sale at $5, B00.
the arts of design: not f per cent arc
house, North Fourth street.
CO,
accomplished artists,
good alike in
with 3 lots 7C 142 feet, near In.!
drawing and In brushwork. or if anPrice. 13.600.
.
110 West Oold Au
other process than oil painting Is fol- Lots on North Fourth street.
lowed, in that process whatever it may House and lot on South Walter streiA.
be.
Not 5 per cent are artists whose
brick, 5 rooms,
DeHghtful and beneficial, Insuring freedom from "ItchitiK" and "Dandruff,"
work any Critical student would look Brick house and lot on West Conl
at seriously with the Idea of purchasave.; 5 rooms,
$2,000.
leaves the hah- soft and
and not burnt as is the case with most
ing (siyi
for a public gallery, even Brick house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
shumpoos. Also refreshing when used in the hath.
one of modi rate ambition nnd without
North Second street,
a large fortune.
Hut a large percent
price, 12,650.
age of that 20.000 have been so well
house, lot 3Cxl4i. stable, etc.;
WHOLESALE
ftSO.
taught In the mere matter of simple
brlcK house, nearly new. modlight and shade, tUCh as you can put
Blue Front.
117 West Railroad Avenue.
Both Phones
ern Improvements, at $3,150, on:
on with pen mil ink, or with sauco
ExciUBtve Aaenta for
North 4lh street.
and the slump, that their work may
Yellow m me and O. F. C. Whiskies
house. Coal aven je, $2,700.
be purchased by a periodical or by a
ha in Ion White Seal Pham-oaanMoet
house, lot 7 5x13:! feet, In Hlgh- St. Louis A. R. C. Bohemian
Commercial house wishing to illustrate
lands; good location; $1,150.
and Jus. Schlita Milwaukee Bottled
its advertíale menta
it has
brick house, Tijeras avenue;
Beers, and Owners and Distributer
modern, fine location; $3,300.
Come about that our cities arc full Of
of the Alvarado Club Whisker.
persons who can draw, who can draw - room house, fuinlshe-.good locaWrite for our Illustrated Catalexu
tion, $1150.00.
really with cleverness, with action,
nd Pr'ce List.
room brick house, cerner Marquette!
with energy, with a power of Com
Automatic Telephone. Iflfl.
aenue, and North 5th street; Halesroonis.
Ill South First Street,
mending the appearance of movement
$3,200.
ALRrorEROl'E - NEW MEXICO
which would have been thought surIn
f the best
frame
o:ie
prising at a previous epoch --at almost
locations on Broadway at a bargain: modern
any previous epoch. And note that In
nine-roohouse; modern. South
Parle such highly taught draftsmen Fine
Broadwav; $4.000.
far exceed in number and in average
house,
South Edith
skill all that the United States has to
kaUhllshed 8 8
atreet; flue location; tlSOO.
show."
house on North Second atreet.
In spite of the many ready and even
In good repair; $1,550
FEED, FLOCK AND GRAIN
skillful draftsmen t'.iere exists, ac- Three hundred and twenty acre ranch
hay nlfalfa, grafted fruit frees,
cording to Mr. Sturgis, the rather
good
buildings, etc.
tor Mitchell Wagons
us "of Seven-rooanomalOUl presence among
frame, three lots N. Third Agen!
few persons who have found In drawSt. $2.700.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
ing an easy nnd effective means of
brick house. S. Third St..
$3.000: reasonable terms.
expressing
There arc
themselves.
Rl'SINF.SS CHANCES.
many draftsmen but few, very few. Good ranches
near the cltv for sale
F. S. Hopping
artists."
He quotes a well known
at reasonable prices. ,
Prop
for Kent.
painter and veteran teacher as say- lire Insurance, House-Notary Public, Insurance, Bonds, Money to Loan.
321 Gold Avenue
Rente Collected. Taxes Paid, ami
Ü
ing, four years ago, that "of a host of
tak(
charge
n of nmncrtr for
entire
pupila not one had exhibited any-- I
residents nnd
hing which would be thought to have
.lust Received A Large
H
Xl CO
by
on
the walls
obtained its place
Shipment of Bicycles
Gold
Corner
Avenue
Street.
Third
and
IncliidiiiK
means of merit not one had proCLEVELAND;
COLUMBIAS
duced a picture that anybody ought
If
RAMBLERS
CRESCENTS
to buy." He asks for tlte significance
W EST KRFIELD
TRIBUNES
of such a statement and answers:

REAL ESTATE

N. M.,

TIIE MOItMNO JOURNAL is THE LEADING REPUBLICAN PAPER
OF NEW M1W.K o. BUPPORTING THE PRINCIPLES OF THE REPUBLICAN PART ALL "THE TIME M TIIE METHODS OF TIIE REPUBLICAN
N

Saturday. Frbrusry S.

COLUMN

Editor.

Entered an second-claa- a
matter at the postofnce at Albuquerque,
under act of congress of March 3. 1879.

PAItfi'WIII

DUNBAR'S

Hut Few Artists

Published by the

DEMOCRAT PUBLISHING

MORNIN3 JOURNAL.

BEDS

t

Larger circulation than MM Otter turner
New Mexico issued every day In the year.

The only paper

v Mexico.

In

"The Morning llHH I bus a higher circulation rating; than - accorded
In Albuquerque or any other dally In New Mexico." The
AnierUton NHspner Directory.

to any other paper

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally by mall, one year In advance
Dally, by cuirler. one month
Dally, by mall, one month
ALHÜQHEItQL'E
H

$8. (10
0
50
-

TI It l

Y

MDllMM, FKBItlAHY :.

NEW MEXICO

IMff.

J. D. EMMONS

"::::.'.

l

PORTERFIELD

WiHiaLm's Liquid Antiseptic

I

Soa.p and Shampoo

'

"Holiday Vardonf"
jL-- fl

W

I

-

PEW days before the end of in" official career, Governor Otero
granted .i New Years pardon tin- list, lei us hope, of the ridicu- loos and pernicious system of holids) pardons" thai New Mexico
Ill

Th" pardoning power is given to the governor to bo esed in prom whore
time shows that an Innocent man ha been convicted, or great injuatlce done,
or ill some extreme rases where the Ini urahle sickness nt u prisoner makes hi
further confinement a torture, or for some other exceptional reason. It is to
be need aith the greatest care In the furtherance of justice, and to assist, not
to overthrow the courts.
in monarchical the king exercise ihe power by sovereign right, simply f
his good pleasure; a nd then the pardons are given on his birthday or Other
festival, not as matters of Justice hut for gratification, Hut in a republic no
in h idea prevails. and the introduction of the royal prerogative system h
Governor Otero, was a complete innovation in New Mexico.
The most familiar illustration of the holiday pardon system given in history Is found in Ihe New Testa incut. Where we .ire told that in the lime of
I'onllus Pilot it was Ihe custom at Ihe feast of the Passover for the gnve'--BOto release to the people one prisoner, and it will he remembered that In
the case mentioned by the sacred writer, Barabbae, the robber, was release ),
and Jesus was crucified. Tins In the model upon which Ihe system in this
territory was founded and the manner in which ihe custom haa been carried
out does no Violence to Ihe model.
The Introduction of the System here, as has always been well known, war
for the purpose of covering up the most scandalous of the political pardons
for whii li llo ie was no Justification, by the egcuae tliat they were made for a
"holiday," and Whenever Ihe list of pardons is made puhlic it will he foiled
thai cists like thai of riego, for Ihe Sperling murder in Socorro, constitute
the hulk of the holiday business.
o e

Hailteay Hate Bill

Twenty Lots

,

5-

I

loy-Ult-

This ' deal." which is heralded as
The absurdity of all this is apparent.
ü great surprise and bold stroke of venturesome polillcs. has been a foregone
for over a M ar. provided enough republicans would stand by the
Ropacvell policy lo make any fight possible.
"The demoi rats In ongress know a good measure when they see one.
Whether It baa on their own label or another. They have not ceased lo believe
In govern men I control of railway rates morOlj bCCauee a part of the reptili- iii ana has taken up that policy.
"The freedom of a congressman lo in against the policy of Ills parly
when that parly represents the will of the people Is open to grave question,
whatever be his Individual opinion. A representative owes more to his
than to his personal convictions. Hut he owes absolutely nothing to
party
when that parly Is opposing Ihe wishes of the people who elected
his
him lo represent them.
"The demócrata In congress have no problem here. Not only tire they
agiounaily In favor of the measures embodied In the Hepburn hill, but the
policy of their parly Is hai k of them and the w ishes of virtually all the people
of every party.
"The republican ongressmen need not have any perplexity. There is no
ejpeetlOn where their party should stand ami no question as in where Hie peo-dwho put It In power stand.
"The republican congressman who shall try to excuse himself from support of the president's measure because, forsooth, the democrats are votm.r,
for It wll' not have an enviable lime when lie returns to his constituents.
The demand of the people is. pass the hill." They will not listen lo
excuses as to why Ihe bill was not p issed.
"The verdict of the Anierhan voters has been given in unmistakable
tunen. The vote which elected Roosevelt was not a partisan vote. Il was a
expression of the demand that something he done to relieve the
'

I

e

n

Mtintry from a humiliating and demoralising economic tyranny.
"The Hepburn hill represents the best ill the way of railroad regulation
that is Immediately available. To refuse to support this bill because of any
childish claim that party prestige would be affected would be to meet a Magi
ure of opprobrium not lo be lightly Invited.."
NOTE from "A Header" received yesterday, says, "That man Moon yon
lo this morning, as having had fun at the expense of our delégate, is il
democrat, isn't he'.'" Of course he la, and Hint's what makes it feel so much
like rubbing It in. The Idea that I graduate of the most in ompllshed school
of republican skullduggery thai ever flourished on this continent should inured by a plain Tennessee democrat, as a mop with Whii h lo wipe up the
earth, is too humiliating to be talked about In New Mexico.
A

refer

.

DURINfl the discussion of the statehood bill, Mr. Hamilton, chairman of
Ihe territories committee, and Mr. Cole, of Ohio, referred to Mr. Itodey person iliy. because of the effective work he has done in behalf of the measure,
find said they experted "to see him back within u year, as one of the senators
from the new alate."
THOSE of our vlnltors from th matn wflo were not frlirhtcnod nwny ly
unprecedented
wetither In December, now have n chonte lo retillse what U
the
meant ftp a New Mesle whiter.

South Walter and
Wheelock Ave.

Six-roo- m

L. B.

m

e,

Putney
1

Cash or Instalment

V

Wholesale Grocer

Beautiful

Residence Sites

m

Six-roo-

W. P. METCALF

Albuquerque
Novelty Works

E

DVNbAR

Rankin & Co

AM) 8TARMER BICYCLES
signifies tins; These pupila may
FIRE
INSURANCE
very
good
draftsmen
have become
Before Buying Come In and Look Over
REAL ESTATE
but not one of them had
Our Stock
LOANS
skillful In the choice and arAutomatic Phine 4R1
rangement of lights and shades, in
21 SOI Til SECOND
STREET
the choice and distrihtiton of hues in ROOM n. n. T. AKMMO BCTLIíTHfi
that kind of drawing which has been
defined
the putting of the right thing
MYER
We are llie Leading Druggists
In the right place.
Or, If by chance
some one of them possessed one or
of the Southwest
two of those gifts, the work of that
Dealers in Real
pupil still lacked firmness, still lacked
decision. The solid objects of the
123 South Third street
And carry the largest stock
foreground lacked solidity: the skv.
If the sky was Indicated, lacked disof Drags, Chemicals, Toilet Artance and transparency; the trees, if
ticles and Famy Ooods between
any showed themselves, lacked the WE HAVE FOR SALE
appearance of vitality ami were with
Denver and Los AngttSg,
out charm.
In short, my informant
WOUld not have said
I know that he
few small ranches, ranging from
would not have said that not one of
luce tu ten acres each: ali under
his pupils had become a useful draftstlltCh : ml under hiyli stale of ciilti-V- I
A SPECIALTY
PRESCRIPTIONS
man, fit for magazine work, fit for
linn
commercial employment. Hut he did
Insist upon his statement that there Also, th sir; hie lots in the different
- In the city.
was no producer of Interesting ptc
tures among them."
Lowney's, Gunther's and WhitWe have several small cottages, well
on
for
sale
in.
rms.
reasonable
The War Against Adulteration.
man's Candies Always Fresh
The wholesale poisoning scare in regard to preservatives and adulterants
Black 144
in foods has been discussed recently in Colo. Phone.
Un lay and medical press
It brings
up unpleasant memories of the malJ. H. O'Rielly Company
odorous days of the embalmed beef
scandal, with the remarkable conflict
Druggists, Barnctt Building
of testimony as to whether a little Livery,
Sale
boric acid In fresh beef were as harmFree Delivery to any part of
Inful as saltpeter In corned bat f.
the city.
Boa nil rue Hones a specialty,
deed, one of the government buteaus
Horses.
saddle
in Washington seems to have
been Ill W. Silver Avenue. AlhumuTiiiie.
puzzling over the problem ever s nee,
actually experimenting with
poison
The St. Elmo Sample and
squad of volunteer! dCBlroUX of un- Thornton, ihe Expert
comfortably purchased glory, it is, no
IS NOT
Club Rooms
doubt, disquieting to know that cri
DEAD
ON
THY
HIM
STEAM
CARPET
Choice Liquors Carved, A Good Place
a rank poison, is put on our ban a
to while r.wiiv the wcury hours.
or In the Scotch whiskey we might CLEANING, MOVING. PACKING
prescribe for others, hut thi BO fears SHIPPING AND GENERAL HOUSE All the Popular Games. Kcno every
STOVE REPAIRING.
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
dlaappear when we learn that the oid- - CLEANING.
Cull up cither
Nights.
faahtoned 'smokehouse" Of burnt barJOSEPH BARKETT,
rels did tin- same to the bacou and
Proprietor
Fran 1 to 2 120 W. Railroad Arc.
whiskey of our forefathers
Indeed. It POR FRESH EGOS
Telephone Mornings to
sci tn to be a rule to look askance at ihiys old
every Innovation, whether It be good
BRED-TLAY
or laid. Kven sugar was unce considPOVLTRY YARD
ered a dangerous preservative, and
once
by law Copper,
forbidden
3. T. HARGER, PROP.
thought highly dangerous in small
TELEPHONE. RED Jtlll
be
to
quite
amounts, is now known
harmless, and cooking vessels of this
metal are permitted. The minute
quantities of dyes used In our Ice
Dlnelll a Leneioni. Propa
(nam or cake, or to color our butter
to Its proper appetising yellowness,
SALOON, RESTAURANT AND
Children's Photos a Specialty
are quite harmless. Alum may be
ROOMING HOUSE
Auto Phone 320
harmful, no doubt, but the crusade
against It. for the trade purposes of 111 NO. F I II ST ST H E E T
certain baking powders, bordered on
the ridiculous for a time. We were
scared Into making the crusaders rich
beyond measure. Of course, we do not
want the whole list of chemical pre- Indiscriminately
servallves dumped
Into our foods we prefer them as na-ture made them. Hut we must remember that we are no longer living
as nature intended when she supplied
too
the foods. We bunch together
much, ami too far from Ihe food supply, which we coudn't get at all by
Cullfornl.ins raise jrnld they don': mine much now. An easier way
the old methods. Modern cities could
hns been found than that! It Is now obtained hy fnrmliiK. The alnot exist If It were not for the new
chemy
of nature converts the Oranges, lemons, ulives, grapes, wheat,
ways of preserving foods long enough
nlfalfa and other products of the soil Into good clothes, comfortable
to reach the consumer. It Is right ant1
residences, and ussurlng hank accounts. 'Tis being don every day In
proper that we should know all about
California. Wouldn't It pay you to Inquire .'nto this? Better yet,
r
antiseptics,
wliethi
and
new
these
why not go there?
they are more harmful than the o'd
a
Arm
ones, and we must also keep
grasp upon the manufacture s to
check excesses, but there Is rv use
getting frightened over the matter.
Prom lliiiucrjiic to almost all imiIiiis In Fulifornia and to mum
American Medicine.
privileges. On sale dally, Fell
place In Arizona. Liberal stop-ove- r
rusry IS to April 7. !9i6. Tourist sleepers dally on fast trains.
Action of Gravity.
Harvey meal. For particulars, apply to
"Benntor, how did you icet your
start in life?" asked the reporter.
"I wna born on ii hillside farm in
Vermont." said the eminent stut-s- m m
The Atchison, Topek A Santa Fe ltallroad Oonipany.
"and ut an early age I rolled down."
- Chicago Tribune.
he-co-

OK

THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY

Liquor Q Cigar Dealer

"it

COURSE, it is Impoealble to predict with any degree of certainty 't
tills lime, what action. If any. will Ultimately be taken by congress In
the mailer of a me isiire for the regulation or control of railway rales
hut Ihe fail that Ihe Mil known as the Ihpluirr bill, has been recommended to the hone by UnanlmOUa vote of the committee, including holh
republicana ami demócrata, goes far to strengthen the position of those who
contend thai some positive action will be taken In the premises. This hill Is
now before lie house. We have not seen it. hut gather from Washington
incas-tile- .
reports th it it covers the ground as thoroughly as the
Ihough in soma particular! a little more conservative, and Ihe fact that It
endorsed by both parlies on Ihe committee shows that it has no partis in
ah up corners, and therefore stands an unusually good chance lo get through,
The Denver News, which Is Senator Patterson's paper, anil of course, a
editorial on the
at nun li democratic Journal, has Ihe follow ing significant
eabjei i
"No better symptom Indicating ihe probable passage of the Hepburn railroad rate bill could he found than the attempt which is being made to discredit the union Of democrats and republicana in lUPPOrl of tlte measure. DD- out aged luíanse all the innumerable tricka they have tried have failed, the
motives of partisan
railway interests are now dragging out the time-worThey are trying to make Ihe deuioit.ils weaken because they arc about
In assist the repuhlicans to (firry out a popular measure.
"Tin v are Irving to make republicans ihink Dial It is humiliating to win
by aid of democratic voles, .md thai they will lose party capital by such
n

MELINI&EAKIN

WOOTTON

4

f

Baldridge's is the Place

j

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

X

I

Estate

to:,

soi

J. 6. BALDRIDGE
l

li FIRST STREET,

ALII! Ql FKOt'K. NEW MEXICO

ad-til- th

n-

J.e7bí:LL
Feed and

..STABLES..

The first National Bank will rent you a Safe Deposit Box for 12.6
a year and up. Call and let us explain the ystem.

?

6e

RJO GRANDE LUMBER COMPANY
Sash and Doors Paint

svnd GIclss

Contractors' Materials

e

THIRD (L MARQUETTE

i

Both Phone.

O

RICO HOTEL

1

Crotirn
Slu Clio

Cheap Rate to
California

Only $25

T. E. PURDY,

Agent.

Madam Gross
MAKES A SPKfTALTY
OF LP - TO - DATE
TA 1 1.

E

Shirtwaists and
Walking Skirts
LADIES A HE INVITED
TO CALL AND QET
PRICES AND EXAMINE

'Sm&h
sr M
PL

W,

'kaa'LIf"I I

m,

TM8 NEWEST SPUING
STYLE'S JUST
KEOEIVED FHOM
NEW CORK

and

PARIS.

Madam Gross
LADIES TAILOR
Room IS, nfeid Block, tier mar Third
Street
Hallroud Ave.

THE WORLD ISFJLLOF

ODD ANDCURIOUS

people, so theré may still be those who have
not used the Mornm Journal classified ad columns.

Saturday, February

MIST
H

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING TOURNAi:
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LEAVES

S BONDSMEN
HOLD

Fm

r

And you know why, too. It's those gray
hairs! Don't you know that Ayer's Hair
Vigor restores color to gray hair? Well,
it does. And it never fails, either. It
stops falling hair also, and keeps the
scalp clean and healthy. Do not grow
old so fast! No need of it. fcffi-

Growing

Old Fast

TO

r

THE SACK:

Second Wife Drives Maus to

PUBLIC HEALTH IN

S

SIZE

OFGARBAGE CANS
A

LEGAL WIFE

Effort
John Mius, alias Johti Mier. the
carpenter who was lo have come to a
preliminary trial this inornng on a
charge of violating the Edmunds act,
brought by Mrs. Marie Mier, of Cincinnati, his legal wife, has quietly
departed for parts he hopes will be
unknown, and Mi bondsmen, who are
surety for the man. to the tune of
$500, ire in the luroh.
Since he was released on Tuesday
night, Mier has been working for the
Ihocnix Planing Mill company as a
construction foreman, declining all
along to talk of hLs disagreeable domestic complications.
Thursday evening Maus. as he was
known hire, drew his pay and at !
o'clock in 'the evening, he and the
woman who has been living here with
him as his wife, at 819 South Broadway, drove away from their home In
Kaily yeeterday morning
a buggy.
the woman returned to Albuquerque
with the rig. Later In the duy she
made a statement to the officers, to
the effect that she and Maus drove
to Isleta, where Maus took a south-hountrain, with the Intention of getting Into Mexico. She says that she
drove the rig back to Albuquerque

To

Be

Made

to Not

Quarantine

Establish System at Ooce.

in

ONE OF THE PRESSING NEEDS
OF ALBUQUERQUE

Placard

Up

Entire City.

JUST NOW

A tew

FREE OF EPIDEMIC DISEASE

o.

t,y

-

Great

is in progress.

Every Gown is made of good heavy Outing, specially
suited fur wear. All are fast colors and the designs
are neat. In all sizes.

Corner Second Street and Copper Avenue

('(dorado Pluinc r7

Automatic Plume 523.

MUR.PHY
.

&

PATTERSON

Fringed Bed Spreads
for 98c each

Livery and Boarding Stables

......

u-

,

Vvcnuc.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

liest kind, for, in eon ideration of
01
present h jn pne s on coiiou goon you'll readily
see ii is one special is one oi more than ordinary
merit.
A

CARLOAD of NEW

Ramsay's

FURNITURE

Typewriionum..

JUST

e,

Underwood

i

STAR FURNITURE

Outing Flannel Gowns,
Women's Extra Heavy
Made correct in every way. of fast colored material :
In all
some lace trimmed and others self trimmed.
sizes, large and small.

Visible

Typewriter! J

GO.

.

i

Typewriter Rib ions and
Su ppllel always on hand.
you
If
are lilt
in I iir- 01 and
hasi ; a type

214 Gold Avenue

timltu

A. E. WALKER

a ncn
Ht.Ui

$L7S CORSETS
4H II'. H. Corset Stxlcs

uiuirn

diuciv ItlHIIHUCn
PttlUdMI,

c

Here is fltere vou can huv a cood corset tor iik
m nicy. We'll admit some of the setvles prices at

FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutual Bnlldlng Association
oriicc in .i. c. Baldrkhrc'i Lumber
Yard. Automatic 'Finnic

Gross,Kelíy&Co

this price are old, hut nevertheless they are justthe
thin to wear at home in the kilchen. Come, look
over the assortment ; thev won't last 1'

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
Wool, iiidcs
a

B. F.
Room

COPP, D. D.
U, V

T.

Armiio

S.

THE

s

vr; as

Greatly Reduced
hite Sale last week we found piece after
I'.mliioidrey only one ot a kind
which formerly belonged to the match sets. In order
to close them Ottl we've marked out the entire lot
even cheaper than the prices which prevailed during
the trreat White Sale.
After our

Your Friends
Back East

W

piece of fine

Might decidí
settle along
the

PRESCRIPTIl
DRÜQGIST

West Rrvilrond Ave.

20"

STORAGE!
SECURITY

toragc

WAREHOUSE

COMPANY

warehouse.

at

nieces of l.aces and Insertions, in the cotton
ranging
in all widths,
machine made Torchons,
V

if they kin w more about your
neighborhood,
Send us it list of their names
and address a We w in m ill to
them our descriptive land literature. Wbj not work together
In this matter, It onlv nsts you
a postal card. Addles-- ,

General O ilonlsatlon

GR INT BLOCK

A. T. A s.

ISOTII PHONES

and Shoes.

tOc Torchon Laces ,5c

reasonable

Moncj Loaned on good! stored.

OFFICES;

Ho

STORAGE!

Will saiviv keep your PIANO. FURNITURE, TRUNKS. VEHH l i s. MERami aro
CHANDISE, MACHINERY
article, large or small, for git length
of time, in their new and
ufes.

i

FlUlldlll

B. RUPPE

THE

Pelts

Specialty

WJUQITHQITE

I

.

R

Vgem

This sH'cial is one of more
to
from
than ordinary merit for the reason that every woman
has use for Torchon Lace or Insertion.
ch

M

1U

'

X'B.llfeldiLCo

short lines in Clothing Furnishings
Don't delay, but ceJ!
once.
11

This Label Stands for 5 1 Years

of Knowing How

tt

Shoes, Shoes, Shoes. We have
placed on sale all odd pairs of
$2.25
men's shoes ait only

....

Worth from $3.00 to $4 00

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

V

!

Clearance Sale

We are clearing our counters of

vv

$L25 Outing Qowns.ooo.o75c

Agenu

Mid-Wint-

$12.50 to $20.00.

Cor. Fourtl:

With the We nan's 1.x hangc.
Ail kinds of Second- hand Type- li (light, sold, exchanged,

IN

Alert Steel Ranges

$15.50 and $14.75 worth from

s,

larsrain

ie

Men's Suits reduced to $10.50,

h.

Al

0900000000000(00(90

Crockery, (i issware

Ru

il

mil iiHituiu ni Ri"H lilrlnwort
torth TliirU tftreet.

quote

'

i

I

e

v. STRONG'S SOX'S

Furniture,

x

dls-ea-

I 'I

w

Women's Outing Gowns- to $29 on sale

e

n IIUII -

t- -

A

d

IT

S

On seasonable roods for this week. We've ar
ratured m display in our center aisle several pood
specials, all are well worthy of your attention.

SEASON HAS BEEN REMARKABLY

special meeting of the
Whilfc Trinidad and tyat Animas
hoard oí health was held yester county, Colorado, are suffering from
day afternoon at which the size of the an epidemic of scarlet fever. Where
garbage cans, to be employed in the one hundred and twenty e.ises have
system of gamage collection now soon occurred since the end of November,
to be undertaken was tiianuweil
The v. hile El Paso and Blebee and other
hoard reached no final conclusion, hut southwestern
towns are struggling
it is probable that it will recommend with epidemics
of pneumonia, larynto the council that the cans lie of 'he
typflOkl
gitis,
and
other troubles, une
uniform alae of fifteen inches In diameter by twenty-siinches high. The diseases, Albuquerque Is enjoying a
material of the can will be left to the season which is ir lkaig a record in
property owner who uses it. it is the freedom from epidemic disease.
intention of the health board to urge
At the present time there is not a
the establishment of the garbage col-- j single quarantine placard up in Albulection system as soon as possible, the querque, and there has M1 been on"
members holding that its establlsh-- j since the middle of January.
Two
mcnt is one of the most Important, If cases of dip'hthe.-i.i- ,
two of scarlet
not the most important need of the fever, and a few scattering cases of
City at the present time.
typhoid have been reported since the
Several sites for the furnaces in beginning of the la.st November, ami
are
destroyed
which garbage will be
make up the total of troubles
a lone.
under consideration, and one of them apt to oecome epidemic, that thu city
Two Victima of His (Yinie.
la likely to be decided upon at the nest
had during the present winter.
If the story told by Mrs. Maus to meeting of the city council, next Mon-- i has"Albuquerque
Is enjoying ;i period
is
the police is true, her own cas-it will require but a short of freedom from contagious
e
caroety less pitiful than than of his day night,
time to build the furnaces after the
s Just
paid
City
Phynow."
says
wer
they
that
first wife. She
site is secured and the system can be sician John w. Elder last night.
ngularly married In Cincinnati ami put in operation at once.
"We
h ive
never had a
Winter
thflt she did not know then that Mier
"It seems to me," said a member of in my experience here so entirely
had another wife. She says that they! the health hoard yesterday, "that we free f om
epidemic db ase. and
ame direct to Albuquerque and that cannot get this garbage collection systhe general health of the com-- i
their life here has been happy. She is. tem In working order too soon. It isa mutiily
is exceptional.
Th
ondition
however, also under bond and will matter which has to do with the is
lbly s.iti-- f U tiny n view of
remark
up
probably be brought
for examina- health of the community and with (he the
unsettled winter we
tion this morning, when her husband appearance of the city and it has been havesomewhat
had, The books of he health
was to have been examined. At this neglected too long. Here in
iineni snow tn.it no IS( Ot nil
bearing the truth of her ttory will be que We have climate, we have accom- - j uepni
t igious
determined and it will be shown modations, we have good streets and (Since the disease has been reported
middle of January. It Is a
, ,,,.
whether or not she. too, Is a victim
of Ulo ,,inps fad that since the
,lks .,,,
serious
.,.,
wrong-doindeIt
is
If
man's
of the
modere eltv: we are as epidemic of typhoid somewhat
several months
termined that she Is a victim, the well provided in accommodations
as ago, there has been very
little active
case will be placed In the hands of t'he Pasadena, or ('(dorado Springs or any- work
for the health Officers."
Pulled States officers and .in effort one of half a dozen resorts where
will be made to 'bring Maus back from healthseekers and tourists flock, with
Itching Plies.
flight did not become the exception of this one matter of
His
Mexico.
If you are acquainted with anynn"
know- - nuntll yesterday morning when sewerage and garbage.
Is
who
trouble with this distressing
Our sewerage
he had probably already safely cross- system will do for the preaent If It has ailment, you can do him no greater
to tell him to try Chamber-Iain'- s
favor
than
ed the Mexican border.
to.
It Is as good as In most western
It gives Instant relief.
Salve.
First wife sun Here.
cities of the size of Albuquerque; but This salve
also cures sore nipples, tetMrs. Marie Mier, who has docuany
do
not
will
garbage
matter
the
ter and salt rheum.
Price 15 cents
ments to prove that she is the man's longer. The day for piles of tin cans For
sale by all druggists.
lawful wife, is still here with her and decayed animals In the alleys M
two little boys and for her the futur this town Is over and the quicker we
n WINDOW,
DELIGHTED
Is something of a blank.
She has no wake up to It and do away with It. the
Two
(Iris
not
Surprised
plans and does
at Pr
know whit she 'sooner will people want to come here
of Linen
Lawn siiu Embroidered Stock
will be able to do,
and stay here. To my mind there Is
Collars.
Bondsmen Want Minis.
nothing more important just now to
wo ladies stopped in ft mt of the
Henry Westerfleld, cigar merchant the welfare of Albuquerque than to
llsplay
ef Railroad avenue, and Paul Iirsen, get this garbage cnllectjon plan at Raoket store's Second sir,
living mi West Cold ave-nu- work and that every citizen and window this morning. "Oh, fjrace,
a carpenter
iire Minis' bondsmen, each being householder
with the ooun-O- aren't those line'.'" was the ejaculation of one of the fair ones us she
responsible 'to the tune of $2"0. Hoth
in making It complete from the
looked long and search in ply Into the
men are anxious to get him back an
window profusely adorned with la- will spare no effort to bring him to
Discourage Hustling.
dies' handsome silk embroidered
Rnngci-Justice.
there has never been ajen lawn stock collars. "Aren't thev
move In the litigation showing that sweet?" escaped from the lips of
FLORENCE
HAS that is the case, if is thought by the (tace, almost before her Companion
ROBERTS
officials of the live stock sanitary had finished speaking. "Oh, dear, but
board that the recent seizure of cat- - I would like one. Maude.'' remarked
LOCAL
TREAT FOR
tie made by Inspector Speed near Ma- - Orace In a manner most earnest "I
yer will not be further contested o Until like the Idea of paying thirty
the parties in whose possession the flve cents for them, though, because
CSlVea were found, savs the I'boenlx the ones I have are good yet. bill let
PLAYGOERS
Republican. Some time ago the ease half so pretty as these." "Why. yu
lie looiisn gin, tncy are not iiuriy-iiv- e
n
was taken irom ine justice
f cents, but only a dime.
You must he
Quite the most Important present peuc court to the district court
theatrical event of local Interest con- Vavanal county on a writ of certiorari, blind. See, the curd there says BO."
"of opttfie it does.
of Florence but the action of the lower court wits (race looked,
cerns the engagement
Roberts, the clever emotional star, sustained. Shortly after this the man Thai awfully cheap. I never botlgbt
accused of stealing the cattle left the a collar In my life for less than a
who comes to Klks' theater next Saturday night. In the lending role of section where the seizure was made quarter. When does It say the special
begins oh. yes, today, Saturday.
"The Strength of the Weak,'1 a new and it is likely he hus quit the terri- sale
I
must get down before all the best
modern play In four acts by Alice II tory. The cattle stealing business has
Smith. Contrary to the policy pur- become a great hazard on account of oiks are gone, for there will be a big
the rush unquestionably.
over.
Come
sued by Miss Roberts in former years the activity of the inspectors Is and
not the Maude, and we will go down town towhen she Interpreted such roles as rangers and Yavapai county left.
A
"Zaza," "Tess," Magda," etc., she be- only section the thieves have county gether." Maude said she would, and
In (lia
pending
the two girls separated.
now
case
regime
of
new
a
season
her
gins this
onreer which provides for a new play where several parties of prominente
Olí s
THERE are people reaatng our for
ach season for the next five years. In are involved it is thought will be
Rent rolumn today who would make
"The Strength of the We ik" Miss Rob- ed by the accused promising to leev
adtenants for that vacant house
erts Is said to have an excellent play the territory One of the partiesruin- desirable
of yours.
There will be tomorrow,
and a part admirably suited to her mits that he has been completely
there Is time enough for you
ability as an emotional actress. The ed financially by fighting 0 is s h court too;getand
your ad In this column tomoraction of the play occurs In and near wherein he has been accused of cattle to
row. It should have been In today.
New York city, the first act showing a stealing.
woman's college on graduation day.
The story concerns a young orphan
whose education has been provided by
She has written a book.
er, .guardian.
. ,
iruniui. i ciiwm
puiuisneiii ftiHmjrutvwKji ,,(,,,.
or
tier tire ann narrates
certain phases
her relations with the unscrupulous
guardian The latter's son becomes an
er
ardent suitor for the young woman's
band although she is not aware of his
relationship with her guardian. The
complications arise when the authorship of the book Is disclosed and continue through splendid dramatic situations to a perfectly natural denouement. The characters have been drawn
with broad, bold strokes, and represent types of people who are real rather than those of theatrical creation.
(The scenes occur at a woman's college,
a, hunt club ball In a fashionable Long
Island residence and the apartments of
the heroine In New York, all providing excellent locales for the many
strong situations.
The personnel of the cast, headed by
Max Flgman. the well known comedian and stage dlreotor la quite tho
most notable Miss Robeits has ever assembled. Including such capable playees as James K. Wilson. Eugene Ormonde, Lucius Henderson, Robert
Joseph Hazleton, Gregory Rod-gerFlorence Robinson. Adelulde Manola. Ruth Allen. Luclle Yorke. Mary
Bertram! and Lillian Armsby.
The production has been staged
with unusual care as to detail each act
marking the other by contrast ot color
scheme Arid feneral design
.

Third

Good
R eductions

NEVER BETTER

SHE BELIEVED;

HERSELF

SZL

ALBUQUERQUE WAS

Isleta to Take Train to Mexico

.91

1

The Store of Quality- -

Hailroad A.)e.

i

fivf..

-

HEALTH

DECLARES

r.r.

Bl

pa,ir
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JTORXTNO

PT'OUT-ROT-
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SHtll
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BIG CELEBRATION

WESTBROGK SUES

MARKS ITS FOURTH

ti

TO RECOVER MONEY

ANNIVERSARY

Hi

the: store

O-tF-

HI

o!

Give

Gontractop Files Action Against

I.

Graham Brothers for $465.

Elaborate

il

ATX

BANQUET

AND

WANTED.

wixTun i
housework and cooking,
vit-- i

at

."09

WANTED-t'on-

.mi-!i- i

apply

s

raorn-ina-

ltotnu uvpiiuc.
at 315
k

tf
.South

Third street.
tf
WANTED Oood relinhlt woman to
I'KltSON Kt. PIKIPERTV I)ANS.
S.
ussist in kitchen; at once.
305
Second st.
ft
WANTED Position hv'vnifno-"e-lr.
c- ;is w:iitreaa or
t
n,,.,.
Cullw or
ond work.L
ti
uikiiiiq. iiuiara,
rmiiun,
ruiiiuuir,
iddo-s- a
:,.4 S. .second st. Phone
4,1.
w.ic-onand other Chattels: algo on
WANTED All kinds of detective salaries mid warehouse receipts, a
ik and shadow-idone. Address- low as 110.00 and as hlah as J200.00.
Box 121 City.
Loans are auicklv n.ad.- and strlotlv
in- Time: One: month to one
W ANTED
withHtfeuse. PrlvU?to heir.
Olrl
...
oooos io remain in your
ki ven
v
-- T
tf vetir
possession,
, . IN- I TVf.,1 ....i
Our rates are
reasonable.
.
..
x.
.1., ....n.ip.il
.1
Ir.
...
...
wnrl.
r..l.
f
v. .til llim
III. l.
ti. i
Mm..
IIUIIUWII1K.
on small ranch near town.
to and from all
No. 3Tu
Steaiiishio ti.k.-t.
Morning: Journal.
f3 narts of the wold.
EOAN CO..
THE HOCSEHOI.D
WANTEI) -- A correspondent, either
3 -- nd 4. Grant Bldg.
Hooms
m 41buouerque or Santa Fe. AddresM
PRIVATE OFFICES, f
No. I1' . Morning Journal.
tlo
(PBN E VENINOS.
305 West llailroail Avenue.
WANTH- D- Voting couide dealrfs,
un lauco, nui n nave ex-.... ,
iiiim. iii.-inerience on farm and dairy. Call or
A. Fisher, 524 West. Kuii- iiauress
AND CAKES
BREAD.
PIES
rbad avenue.
to llliv Mil t of the citv. wpd- w a. i ed
ntrig
A paper can have no
cakes a specialty; satisfaction
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
better friend than hose to whom its guaranteed.
want ad column have been of real Bakery. 207 South First street.
paper
service.
This
wants your;
tiicndshlp on that basis.
I.
I.OST ANT) IT) END.
WANTED Pupils in Spanish. Prol.
LOST
Ileavv overcoat, dropped
aiontoya. 2 2(1 North High street, tf out of buggv.
Return to Journal
f3
reward.
i
nceandrecelve
Sewing l.y nrp.rinn
pr
LOSTnu
itressmi.k
rail white
Mmlh nr.aa
rA span, CI nog.Small
Nasn and
phone 1R0.
tf receive reward. urn lo
tf
WANTED If you want to buy, sell
or exchange anything, talk with F. L.
PROFESSIONAL.
C ..o .1 .1
It ti Da ...L.
t.m
i... ovy
.ijulii T.iiniiiiiivii.v.
n
....,.iuuni,
YVTi 'iT"
.
WANTED To exchange n mn.1
SI, S0O business for city property. F.
Law
I.. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
Office in First National bank bulld- )"g- A

Money to Loan

i.,

The Globe Store

-

DANCING

Is offering to the ladies of Albuquerque and vicinity a line of Corsets
that are standard In make, perfect in fit, and of the highest grade and

SUES UNDER

THE PROGRAM

le-

ACT OF COMPILED STATUTES
-

I

Mi

br;

contractor, has flied a suit against
M Cou
Knights n: Warren and laaao Qraham, owners of
ilutnbu
the QrahaiB Brothers' club a: 4it
Wii Railroad avenue, for tin- recovCouncil l.ikl night t'i the members an
ery of HS5. with Inter! at the rate
!n
their lnd friends
the liall room of six pet vent, w'aii h he Claim to
ml banquet h ill of tin- - Elks building. hav k)t at tin- gaming tables of thftt
Fi'im ihr elaborate preparation
In pi i,
Ihe banquet hall, to the dainty dan.
West rook sets forth in his om-i
Ing and
programs, thf nnivr-- t tain I tti it between January
SIM,
jry celebration roa attractive and l9o.ri. .md January 2. ioob, he lol a:
enjoyable in the topmoo) degree, The alien-- - Um
sums of intmey aggrebr gram fm the evening was ilivi.J" ' gating I4i.'., and seeks to rei over this
Int
periods tin- t'u. i j. i.t .if amount from the defendant! under t
tin
the ev
it being given to cards, tha
territorial law. which is entitled "an
table
g hud in tin- - big ball room,
art in restrain gaming." Included in
rhei
hundred aim nnv guc-- i
tiniis 3I9R to if i, of the compil
play
.ii. hoar or tw, the hand
laws of New Mexico for tha year
um
being awarded at U 1S97.
Vtrttthroag dues not specify in b
Then the
,,n. period ,,f u. ,
romplxlni
al which cunes he lost this
log's entertainment
began,
Tin an oiint but tte that it WO Bit the
Km Ms adjourned tn the banquet hall,
Vallum g.nu.s ard devices of card,
where covers were laid for 175.
A etr.
He haa ecured
rney M, K.
BM re elaborate and more taateful ban-ouil
Rickey and Frank Mi. ore to repri
ha never been servi l in Albu- him
In the suit and the
iso will
querque and the council will hold
up at tin- next term of
lis memory for long as a monument probably com
t
ourt.
the
dbltl.
to rhe taste ami cleverness of Mr. Mar-ti- n
Should WesMirinik
reaver the
Ttemey. Mr. Tlerney
named
n romrnittee of one by the council ta an .Mint claimed or any part thereof
arrange the banquet and tin- rtoull Ii rt iy mem the fi tier of Other unit"
v is no entirely successful thai ha Ii of the same character1 by other partía who have lost at the various gamlikely to acquire i
job on o, - ing
tablet of the dtjr.
Batons of thi- kind.
Twelve tafclea filed tha big banquet
THE REAI. TE
nan. ine malm;.tr s table h oig t
Hie IKail or the room. All wore d
of Herplcid I in Gtvlni
ed in tin- i oiors of the order and i
Miuii Trial,
J alms
and cut Honors in. I at
head of
h table w is a aeat
honor for the carver, that gentlei
having the piensan!
o ,j
k
Bar his t ibi", a i irgc and very bn
and Juicy rn.i-- t (urkey. Tli
plenty of other g I U
from turkey,
but
the bird
o. thy do not, hut Herftlclde'doe,
tha
o
At
.HIS" It R.eS to 111"- riot of the evil
end the toaott
giv. n.
Id
and kills the germ that attacks the
U. .N. .Marion holding the position
papilla fioni aliene the hail gels its
honor as ton st mauler.
r..;
were made hj It.
M. Maud la rl. " Uf.
J.. Nestor Mont ,v,i. t. K. tlaigln, wh
dally pro ng that No
responded to tin io,it, 'Out Foui
e stands the 't XI
Annlv.-ri.iiyof
.!. n
nipha it un,J
aeph
whose toot was
,
It
ligiitful
clear,
lidl"s."
pure
from oil or
At the conclusion of rhe toacte. th
Ko
ling drugglita.
Send
guests adjourned to the bill toon
w hero the evening :ind i
eonsideia
I

-

I

p

.;svi

.

i

I. White trir.llc for misses.
matte of good cambric, heavy itayéd
few
lace trimtned t.
and bottom :
2!C
left
d No.

Sh

i

front corset
staved, lace
tl, luxe snji- -

for lat
trimm

I

iar

irteri

!

e

.'i

et

pirdle: no

-

-

(.

o-- t

Ladies' fine drab nursing

1 ,

silk braid at top, your choice

Heavy drab drilling, well
top with satin
tor snnivirlers.
verv
low, straps
:
'cheap for
No.

i.

lace trimmed

stayed,

,

-

PirvSICtANS.

Haul a.

110

DR,v. R. L. HUST- -.
M
TubeSculo.7.' treated wm? nuVhW
Qttencv Electrical Current-and
cide. Treatments given from ü a. m to
J,
hi. Trained nurse in attendance.
Both 'phones.
,.
frj;
. Nl SBAl.-Practice limited to diseases of the
E!ir. N0se
Room 14 and lSarSSt hTSSf"!
RE
Hi
n.I, our
fo U s

1

.

--

$1.50

riT-JT-

Oerml-Porenooi-

TT;

,

--

j-

i

.

,'

I

to call especial attention to our line of Ferris Common Sense Waists for
Girh and Women. These goods arc too well known to need any recommendation
'
from us they sell on their own merits.

bjfesat

Ages from 7 to
each
.Ages from

tadie'

u

n

at,

and

waist, white, sh rred front, du-a- l
r w bone buttons
waist, heavy
strap with eyelet ; for supporters,
regular price each
15!

s

0O

I

d white.

medium

sizes

$1 00

to to 28. each

Aaza

"eth
3

waists for boy
years

;

and

J4

i

rl s,

i

sizes

.

254

-

hysiciau and Surgeon.
Allunnieriiue, N.

M.

DR. J. E. BltON'SOV

,

des-ir-

" ri3 feJL nv.i"'

;.

DR. J. H. WltoTH-

i

We

,,

,

ci-li-

-

i

ia

r--

'

i

i

Furniture

'...if .i .
,
FOR sale Acousuconc;
the
ear wnai apectaclea are to the eye,
al kindergarten, Connner- M il Club imidiinr.
Miss Philbrlck. tf
;
A go,,,-,vouna Jersey
cow.
Gleckler's Farm.
tf
FOR SALE Having disposed: of my
now win sell my reldenc
bustnesa
at i.n s.,ti, Broadway at a sacrlMce
!' taken
inside of fifteen day. L u
l
i'.w.mis
OIlNl
fiel, casi
hath and pantry, all in good repair.
ii vou anlor a Bargain that
n sum.' nuiiiev see me. II.
will make
C. Paulsen, til West Railroad ave..
or on !iremlaes.
tf
FOR si!,;; Mnall stock of nier- n
bargain.
T. L. Mc- Snaflden. SOO s. Broadway.
Klllt SALE N'ew nnrl Qni.nni4.hnnH
AlbuQUeraue Carriage Co.
good nsvlnff hotel
SALE- '"I:
in small town.
'I'. I..
:'.iin
ton ib Broudv iv.
SA
l.l'V
ulmrl,,
Fill.
Several seis nf
'lid double harness. A hnranln if
it once.
Murphy & Patterson, .ill- 313 u.-sSI Ivor avenue.
tf
FOR SALIC
Furniture, etc Wan- houiu lllil II.
I
Oran block.
tf
I'Oit SALE. Indian
nnal
QoOd location and a paying business.
MCSpadden, .100 S. Rrna.lwav. tf
"FOR SALE --All lots In Coronado
....
n ace.
1.
'.un c.,..,i,
'
oadwav.
?OH SALE
BÜj a home ,m easy

corsets

ol

tin iiiei'iiue, N. M.

POH SALE.

The famous "a la Spiritc C.
heavy while silk with silk
si it chine valenciennes lace and two
rows ribbon at top, large satin bow: a
beaut ful garment made to meet the requirements of the most fastidious. .$3.50
I!.

.1

)lt SALE

Et

i

X.--

.

iT-t-

Fine grade white sateen,
th reeds, fancy trimmed top,
w
supporters at front and sides
le that is firstclass in every
particular and will jilease the most
.

O

A

Urr "líínt

iraye

particular each

-

1

$1.00

ot No.

,

i

ql No.
cbfsetS,

.

-

ti

s

finish; above ail of the most approved shapes. These corsets are not
special gcods bought for a "special sale' but are from our regular
stock; the prices here quoted will convince the most confirmed bargain
hunter that Globe More nricts
A large line of the well
ot No.
i".
B.
known
place
right
all
the time, in
are
cpresis, in drab, while and
black.
There are no better corsets
of only part of the time:
85
made for Si.oo; our price
l
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For the week ending Saturday, February 3,

LOST AT GAMING
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Homeopathic.
Fhysiclan and Surgeon.
Room 17 Whiting Block.
DR. W. u. Si I A D it AOH
Practice l.lniltp.l
T''yo- i''"'- Nose. Tiiroat.
.
'..'!?"". íü'1 V.'!;'? - fíV fnta Fe coast
nv.
V"."'
?i a. ny uanroaü
i.ao tn 5 p.
DEMISTS.
DR. J. E. K RAPT
Denial Surgeon.
15 and Ifi O rant Block, over
Room
,'Oile Dry Ooods company.
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t'llices: Arlmljo block, opposite Ool- den Rule. Mi lico h nu rs. X ? fl a. m. to
t:zo to 6 n. m. Auto- , "i-- .
Aopointments
mad ov mall.
DR. L. E. ERVIN
Auto' Phone C91
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-
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diet-sing-
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I'Ortloll of lie r,
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NATIONAL BANK
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hug ni i un.- in the territory of
n n Mexico at the C'loae
r
Jan. 99. imai
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RESOURCE&
l.oaii'i and Discounts .... S3fl7,2fl 7.02
Overdrafts,
secured and
unsecured
1S.066.9S
u, H. Hon. is to aecure
clr. ulatlon
itm.nrio.oo
Due

i

Co-O- ik

.

116.
í

i

lie.' is
Noto, of

inks
tlonal naner urrency,
nil lods and o.'iits ...
Hoe. e
2. OSS. 00
Legal
tender
8,479,00
not"s
Red notion fund with II.
s.
(8
Treasurer
per
Fr

ft
i.
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73.92

Men's vici kid. sir;
sewed, $2 value; 01

i

:,n0 on

Men's oil grain hea
sion tap, nailed hai
in either buckle or
Sj.oo. our price, pc

i

1.097 91
20 ."34 0a

circulation),...

of

i

T'

lacea, well sewed soles, sold evéry- w here for $1.50; our price, per pf. 75f

9.1t9.17

Ninon. it

Other

ten's satin calf, straight last, plain toe,

j:,2.h:

'

i

'I

pair.. 86?

of

.

tin at

1

00

T.

.

grain

.

50

Men's full slock calf skin, solid oak leather soles, McKay sewed, straight last,
a bargain at $2.
$1.60
price

h'-rs- .

.

.

.

Men's satin salf.
sole, cap toe. B1
ci'v where f' r S

'

Dove-nam-

sold

ev-:-

..

2 00

.

w

cap toe, extensii
extremely goo
price, per pair
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Kblnwori. til onii Third Mreet,
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tour order
(H. K. No. 4.SJ3.)
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"
ÍÓ4."
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a
of his in
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in
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Clerk at Albi juerqij". Now
... on
Jeprusrv r. ISAS
ltri.1.
w
'
..T
.noil.
,
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eounlv.
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Directors.
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ibis Id day of
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IF TOÜ TRADK WITH
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Ight last. lace,
iwed soles an
;

r S a

m

i.

(

nir

$2 M.J

Qoys' kangaroo salf. heavy quilted oak
soles, lace, 'stratfiiil last, rood wearing
quality; all sie rom
to
our

price, per pair

U

rritr-t.-T
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to $6.0
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West Railroad Avenue marks the place -- The Store of Reliability

j.i.

five-roo- m

fi

KoR
N
cly
""'t room, ground door.

O

elllle.
i

31

xjr

3o?oo9-roo-

foit

mi.ta- ble for rooming or hoarding housé
on Highlands.
,i r i me.
t
... .
T,.,.v,
nnin. piecrri
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 75x142.
all
Fourth wurd.
13,500
frame cottage, elegant

1

.

convenience: board
RENT-Apartm- ents

r-

.

ir

-

,

nil

Park

Terrace, eight rooms each, mod- oí c.uiiiiji iu inrounoui. h, H. TU- -

ton. room 19 Orant Block.
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".Mii.,1.
STOLEN
nn

III--
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hn'J
STRAYED OR
' j
- hands high. 3 years old.
hit' hcl to light buggy.
J25
for return to Albtn Dairy, old Al-1

'""lucnine.

tf

bimVers

Mel. ill OV
hold ledger-

II

I'tHI EVERYBODY."

.u.,.r

biankH íluidicat

st iieiii'-n- t
sheets and nil matter itc,
In loos.- - leaf form.
We do all'fcei
Work In Ollr nu-T1
uli,...
...I.

Ulld,,

it

Hil.lW
-

Bookblinlcr.

.

west Tijeras ave
frame, near shop.
frame cottage; new;
.
in cignin sr.; easy terms.
I.:. 000
Imn...,- ,modern
brick dwelling; bath; gas; electric
ngnis; Darn.
Í3.3O0
hrlet vi.nnpv,
..iomiiiuoiii
well built; large cellar;
good
,rt"''1 anl lawn; fine location. barn;
Weat
Tijeras road.
12.700
frame dwelling with
......u rn uonveiuetices: well built. B.
.
Amo st.
J2.
frame cottage; modern convenlenres, trees and slirub- niui-iicc-

In

lew

$1.300-r,-r- oom

11.200

-

:ioo--5-r-

l,00rf-f-r,m-
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furnished
Keleher

ok KENT Eurnlslie.l mom.

p North Second st.

BIG GLOBE SIGN

48Hours
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...

$1.50
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Bladder
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Do not forget our splendid lines of Dress Goods, Embroideries, Muslins,
White Goods, Ladies' Furnishings, Men's Furnishings, Neckwear, etc.
all of which are of the reliable kind, best in quality, and latest in styles,
and are sold at reasonable prices. Your money back if wanted.
ÉSSSSXtw

housekeeping.
eagerly looking for a
"ho
complete.
furnished
Mrs, E. w. Davis, 41
room or boarding place;
South Third furnished
your
U
ad
in
thai part of the paper?
fo
'
l our
t
kbíwj
. riiAlN
rooms,
cover.
tb.
us South Arno street Konú
book
?
'
Oeorge
lo
E.
need. Mr.
Brewr, Cromwefl ,, i , iu,i
'"
protect
your
.tp
fs Made of the lu st Russia train book.
RE
cheap, good
iVe- with cloth, very durable.
KW ls.t
room brick. J. R. Miller, real esute one.
v,,,, have no .Idea
. Copper avei
'
tr, if Is l
have a book that Is not
..,
. . r - ....
.,. .. .1
loirii m, Um
ov
IM
Kl'..
I'lirnish... room- i.e. eared and
il. s. i i i ik.ow x (:()..lane
cry oiiveiileme. ..JMjy.ArmijU.lf
me
nun
,
.l.o.i
nal.
FoR REKT -- Two looms in priva!"
family; call inornings.
1004 East
Copper av.
FOR
rteal
RENT Room
for light
and Loans,
housekeeping.
52 S. Second st. (IS
Fire
Insurance.
FOB RUNT Furnished front room.
507 W. Lead a y.
f3
Surety Bonds.
POH RENT Furnished rooms
2 -South Second sni-ct- .
lie (lav, iveek or mouth, also rooms
Automatic
Rlioiic
8.
light
housekeeplnar.
lor
Mrs.
Eva
I'OR SALK.
Fluiiilug. 113 West Lea dave.
tf
$2, COO
brick cottage, bath,
FOR RENT The nine-roobrick
eleclrlc lights, barn, corner lot, 60x
lions
with balh and laundry, at 211
onn sireel.
is.
North Fifth si.
Excellent location 1 1,1
frame cottage. J 1st
St.; lot 50x1 42, trees, sidewalk;
for lirs; class hoarding or rooming
..00
lions,-- .
cash,
Maynard Chttirat.
balance
on time,
tf.
J2 (00
ü.iinri,
RENT- lío, mis
Ing. hath, trees, windmill: S. Edith
For
222
South
Might street.
Street.
30
frame, new, barn,
cottage
holt RENT. Five-rooNo. 4
shade trees, city water, high loca- Weal 'mil avenue. Modern
conveniences. $22,50 per month.
Hon.
11.
If. Tilton. room 10 (irant block.
tf 12,000
frame cottage, bath,
t',c'-- :
S. Arno street,
FOB RENT. Two modern
new
'.'WO houses. Call 423 West Coal
frame cottage, bath,
' '
-- lectrlc lights, close In.
tf r,.c'00
,,uub'e house, close In. lit- ,4
I'OR RENT to persons wishing
prívate r us with hoard. The ele-- ,
c"tne ü0 per month; a good Invest- T,a,f
cash. balance on time at
janl residence of Nathan Barth. 422 n"!'8
percent.
North Slxlh Street, has been neiiU.On oeln d and will start Mond lv. .tail. .' Some good
business nrntiirllt. tnr
tiary 22. as a first class private board-- I
".
sale.
rid rooming house.
Large alr.v tl.tion New
frame cottaae
n,'ar

llTT' ryW,w'
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Con-bloc-

I'dtrt Shoes fur women; prices $4.50 and $5.00 per pair.
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street.
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witnesses to
trove his oontlnuous resldeme
find cultivation of said land. vl: uuon
nariv I. jonuson.
f.,a A.
grown. IajuIb ílutman. Jamen
K
r.ld'-rall of Albuquerque
41 an r ki. r.
otkro.' ResTlster
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borders

Men's high laced boots, tan, waterproof,
heavy full stock with heavy extension
soles; particularly adapted for bunting
and general rough wear and the !cst
ever for the money; our price.
.$1.00
Hoys' satin calf, lace, straight last, extension soles, McKay sewed, a good school
:ffioe; al sizes from to 5, a $3.00 shoe
in every way; our price, per pr.
.$1.35

Diamond Brand Shoes for all sizes and ages; juices from
Simes for men"; prices $6.00 and $7.00 per pair.

,ia hibttc.
DI.WFB
Is o r
IPI FTK AlllHU t
ARFII ASP.R.(il s ov YOl'BMoX.
TA- n-

II

.

thO
lor
3 R.

d

CsextJLl

.-

J'"

Parr.

crlbi

.

i

We carry the largest and most complete stock of shoes for men, women
and children in the city, and are prepared to fit all shapes and conditions of feet. Our lines are

DYK.

wit.

sale

,

Men s extra heavy velour calf, extension
soles, nailed and sewed, guaranteed
lull stock and never to rip: a bargain
at S4.00, our price per pair
$2.75

tl.-n-

PI Rl
Willi! OATS. (ROI Ii
11(11 I f.lt
Hl
IV
H
I I I:.
HIX'(IM) NT.

1

,..s...

,

l.

A

D

Calf, Straight last, extension
mat ton, can toe,
for
suitable
nice street wear.
$3.00 shoe, our price
$2.50

.

solt-mni-

I

.r

ell sew .'d soles, villi

regular

.les.

Si

bai

.

1

ft,

1

t

ni.-u-

heavy calf skin, extension sole, cap
toe Mi wiv sewed, straight last, extra
quality, and a sime that will give the
very be of sen ice in all kinds of
weathei OUf price, pet pair
Set.Si

a

exten-L- T

,

skin, plain toe,
cal
Butcher cut lace ; a hoe that is "all For
W
11." ur U ice, pet pair
$1

.Men's oil

$5S7.0ki(.68
.

McKay

(,009.99

UA B1LITTB8.
Capl'.al stin k paid In .
$ 00 (ino on
Suri lu fund
10,000.09
ml ,'lded lirntlts. less ex- A Robrl
Id It. Iai ..iiriiueil
D
IXC
and
paid
.
taxes
7.1 T.04
The mother who has acquired
Nail n d Hank notes out- tiabll of keeping on hand a bottle tlol ,
lading
ino.onn.no
tonriiamberiain's Cough Remedy, iai
.
in otn-- lItmiial
R nks
If a greal amount of
1.31
uneailneiis Individual
fii do lit
lahjoct
and anxiety, i 'ougha, . olds ami
croup
to check
0 t ;
to w hich hildn n are sus,
I,.
Den, ind certfBe ites of do
Hulckly dared by its ue.
it counl
2.84
01 ls any tendency of a cold to
rcault
ing
In pneumonia, and If given a s
(.79
the first symptoms of roup appear,
Total
jr,s; n)(s fi,
will prevent th,. at'. i. k. This n m
Territory pi New Mexico County
of
contains nothing Injurious and
H. rn.ihllo. ss;
era give It to little one with a feelli
B, nerndon. cashier of
the
i
of .rf.-- i i security.
bank, do
Sold by
sw.-.- r
111 it
l)f. atiove Dial. mi. ol la
(Iruglsts.
rui
Ihe best of in v knowledge and
bell
roe nrani to r-- . into i.n in.
J. B. HERNDON
Small
capital rtaftttrvd.
Ree Mi ,'id- .
'ashler.
the I.Mhangc man. ttM s. Uroail- - t.'ori I Attest:
Ñ M
way.
,r
t RRONl
.

,

i

191.41

rom

National Ranks
(not reserve agent
Du Mom State Hanks and
Banker
Due from gpvrOVI d re- rosei e ageiilH
',r Ch.-- s and olio. i Mh

,
Compan) Makm
,i
The annual report of the
ll Ve Building and I. ...n .,.
,M
Albuquerque h"" Just been
i
wth
the probate court. The rei in makes
very
0
creditable showing ror 'his
and , ......
i0
beet of condition. The
II
tur. i n for 905 am on, i. h $85 .
Ns;
disbiirsenif ins.
ItO.ltf II
caah on h u d. lie, . ml r .11.
:t:i ; ;
expenses, t2.728.6it; assets for pre
ceding year. tS6.72n..-,T- ;
sto. k ucroutt
tjc',,!' l'IK''rlded profit. IM -

loia

,.,,-

1

Diamond Brand Shoes were awarded the highest prize at the St. Louis
Exposition for excellence; that they are good shoes many hundreds of
persons in Albuquerque know by experience, and, so far as prices go,
read the following:

i

Te H

Four

-

r

i,

tf
Civil Engineer.
Roop 2.1. N. T. Armii. kiMiwr
on Noi-ll- i
a
optne our,.is leri
ARCHITECTS.
lie sue i no pari;. O. W. Strong's Sons.fF, W. 'SPENCER
V'
WA
LLLVOPORD-"'
'I'.
SAL BOB TRADE. Two
Ing houses.
Aichitects.
.
L. McSnadden :tm s ,
" lln.il I'liuuillK.
',,1,11,,
tiro a W'a v
HiJi
Phoji
FOR' SALE OR TRADE. Are Toll
LADIES TAILORIN,:
interested In mines. I have some said
W he gOOU deals.
Talk with inc. r' MADAME GROSSI
NEW TORlS--'
Dea.1 iadles
L. McSpadden, :ioo s. Broadway,
am here to spend
tf
;
0111111
u
01
"o n
mottev toonen
anion
POR BALE
have some good val. nu
,ui,
Sc me I- n11s vou
wall find west Of New
s an.ien. ami foreon. an ann pene vniir orders lie
"a... 1. o.
the rush. Sutlafanflnn rr.,urni,..l
Sotlili Broadway.
tf
Railroad Avenue, over Ilfeld's.
KoR SALE. FOR S A LE. 5 - room
2B.
.1. o mu, .11 Art
tirilla
nn.i, nun
...... li,t,itn new
... Koom
.
.IUV.
All,
Jill
C.i'II
I.'.'llllrin
ronm 111 l.mlln 1.1,1 I f
MUS ... ..
o:
OR TRADE A good
Vocal Instruction
:
nam 'I;-- .- piano: a bargain.
T. L. Voice Building a
dden. 300 S. Tlmnilwnv.
Studio 412 S.V,, iV'X.i,
o
e eon n
7 11.
44,000 TO LOAN on good real e.tate.
at S per cent, P. o. Box 21.
I MM
Rl tl. I Rs.
POH RENT.
City Undertaker.
,
c VPi - - nisiieii
i..i i
...
ill
i
room; I'.l.'li k or While hc.'Use. 15.00 com- He light and bath.
Mi
South "'eroi it Club Building. Auto telephone
316: Colorado, red 116. Albuquerque,'
rourth istreet.
FOR RENT Three rooms fur, New Mexico.
nlahed for light housekeeping, rent
7IS Kent avenue.
fi"
reasonable.
What p.ui of this paper do you
RENT
FOR
rooms suopose
is the most interesting to the
modern conveniences, also rial for
FOR SALE.

I

(

M.

den. ::uii s. Broadway.

Men's and Boys' Diamond
Brand SBoes

.,.

only the most elaborate, but the un.
aueeesNfiil and enjoyable the Knight'
nave given sin
their organlsatin
which Is saying a good deal,
The ommlttees in h si
follows.
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Reception
i.
m ,rrn
O'RIelly, estn Mot toy. J. L I.
I riere.
Carda M. Ryan J. B. McManu.
Banquet m. s. Tlerirey.
Floor it. j. ai her ' ,.
Powers, John M ih.-,,v n,nnon Justi-- i
jArmlJo. J. n. Hcottl.' H Mlilenbuugh.
Arrangenn nt J
H
'!
M
.'
Ryan, J. n. Mi Manus, i. r Del
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SAN JUAN COUNTY
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How to Make a Nice Piece of Money

SOMETHING

We still have a few extra choice lots unsold in the New Grant Tract

6D0D IS COMING
Southern

Our Price $165 to

$190; Only $10 Down, Balance $5 per Month
Owners of Lots in adjoining blocks are asking from

Pacific Promises

Much for Northwest Valleys

$225 to $300 per lot

FARMINGTON'S SENSATION HAS
REACHED

THE LAST CHAPTER

Correspondence Morning Journal.
Parmington, X. If., Jan. 30. Mr.
Ebe, the engineer in charge of the
Arizona and California survey party
now running a line near Fruitland, in
an Interview, made the statement that
there would be something doing in
that section. As usual with the profession, he was not Inclined to talk for
publication, but enough was gleaned
from his conversation to be sure that
the Southern Pacific will soon commence active operations In this county. The company is said to be buying
rights of way on Fort Lewis mesa,
north of Fruitland and cross sectioning their latest survey. This Is Mid
to be the most practical of any yet
d
made. Every Indication points to
activity in the near future.
The concensus of opinion Is that
In San Juan county is increasing
to a gratifying extent.
estate
Real
sales are being made every day and
the merchants are enjoying good trade.
Several Important undertakings of
benefit to the county are on tapis. The
people of Fruitland in particular are
feeling Jubilant over their proapei is.
for should the Arizona and Colorado
railroad build over the present surveyed route, Fruitland will take on a busy
aspect.
We of the sunny San Juan have a
different explanation of the earthquake shock than that given in the
Journal of last week. The joint statehood or any other statehood question
bothers us but little, for be It the state
of Arizona or the territory of New
we still have our wonderful
Mexico
San Juan county. Hut what is more
natural than that the "quakes" of hist
week were caused by the opening of
the big gas seams underlying thll
county. Just a gentle reminder that
we are on the map!
E. E. Amsden, who figured In the
scandal of several weeks ago, is out
of business at last. Last week he sold
his Interest In the clothing store to
Richard Hendricks, of Aztec, after
having appointed Mr. A. M. Amsden,
of the First National bank as trustee.
Hendricks came down and took possession, but was dispossessed shortly
afterward by A. M. Edwards, attorney
for Amsden. At present representatives of both parties are holding down
the store, while various other creditors are clamoring for a hearing. Meanwhile Amsden is packing his household effects preparatory to the departure of himself and wife to other fields.
rull-roa-

bus-Ine-

OFFICERS
FOR

"ELECTED

mM

PROJECT
HORSEMEN ALSO DISCUSS
PLANS

FOR SPRING MEET

At a meeting of the Mesa Agricultu-

ral Park association held lust night,
officers and a board of directors were
elected for the ensuing year and much
The
other business was transacted.
asoclation will at once Install a fifteen
horse power gasoline engine fc r pumping purposes, will raise and repair he
present reservoir and will plant 100
shade trees the coming spring.
The treasury stock of the company
will be placed on the market at once
ut one half par value. Ten dollar
shares will be sold for a short time ut
$5 per share to place enough money In
the treasury to give the company a
strong working capital when the stock
will be advanced to par.
The race tracki will be one of the
best half mile tracks In the country,
and there will be a speedway of ovor
a mile leading to the park. A beautiful
clubhouse will be made out of the
large dwelling already in the park and
one of the
the Improvement win
most notable made In Albuquerque 'for
some time.
Following arc the officers and directors elected at last night's meeting:
C. E. Newcomer, president; Otto Bor-ge- r.
vice president; D. A. Macphcrsnn,
treasurer, and J. J. Sheridan, secretary. Jacob Levy, M. L. Stern, George
Arnot, W L. Trimble, Jake Korber,
Herman Hlueher and C. E. Newcomer,
directors.
Spring Race Meet On.
It Is very probable that a spring race
meeting will be held In Albuquerque
this year and that the event will bo a
bigger and better one than the meeting of last year which was in every
way a big success.
A number of racing men from over
the country have written to the Spring
Racing association asking whether
thorc would be a meet In Albuquerque
this year and the association feels that
with the reputation already established by Albuquerque as a racing town,
It would be detrimental to the city to
let the season go by.
A committee has been appointed and
Is at work on the proposition and If.
the proper arrangements can be made
with the Traction company for the
use of the park the association win
start work at once to make tho event
the biggest of Its kind ever pulled off
In Now Mexico a meeting of the association will be called as soon as the
committee la ready to make Its report.

This property is only 6 blocks from Railroad avenue, 2 blocks from the Fourth Ward School, 1 block from
best "close in" residence section in the city. See us at once if you feel lucky.

Office, Surety Investment Company.
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and the other was presented to him
and ho is very wroth at the thief who
Riada away with them. Mr. Levy says
that he would not lose the little pets
for three times their value and s ays he
la Willing to give a liberal reward to
any person who will locate them.

MINORS WIN WITH EASE

GAME

TOWN

THE

LIMIT

"I hear you have a sneak thief going
the rounds In Albuquerque," said a
well known traveling salesman at the
Alvarado last night. "No, please don't
use my name, because I am a plain
man and I have customers In the town
I am going to tell you about.
have
been coming through the southwest
years
for ten
and It seems to me that
Albuquerque ought not to kick if it
has a sneak thief now and then. You
never have any holdups here or any
sensational murders or bank robberies or anything of that sort. You have
about the most peaceful,
city In the southwest and you oughtn't
to mind If an honest sneak thief turns
a penny by busting Into your front
windows now and then. Just let me
tell you that there are towns where it
Isn't so safe to go to bed. I have Just
come from Tucson and down there the
sheriff and the city marshal and all
the policemen are sitting up nights in
an effort to stop the robbers who are
making the rounds. Then there are
men who carry guns and the officers
are after them and from the way the
Arizona papers talk about it, you'd
think it wasn't safe to go out after
dark in Tucson. Hut it isn't quite that
bad. I'll tell you what did happen
though, and just the other night. A
robber stole the gas meter out of the
hotel St. Augustine In Tucson, and
with the machine.
made his
Now why In thunder any man would
want to get away with a gas meter is
beyond me. but I guess It really happened. I spend half my time when
I'm at home trying to get away from
my own gas meter. Itut they do
strange things In Arizona. There was
one reported holdup In Tucson the other morning that turned out to be a
fake, but It was a solitary exception
In quite a list of bud deeds."
"It seems to me that you have cause
to congratulate yourselves here in Albuquerque that your city has been a.
free of crime as has been the cas?."
Sullied Ills IVt Birds.
Albuquerque has had an epidemic
of small burglaries in the past three
wee ks, but tin' latest
Is a mocking
bird thief. Jacob Levy, one of the
proprietors of the Sturges, who live
on North Fifth street, reports the theft
of two pet mocking birds from their
cages, at his home.
The birds were both beautiful sing
ers and were pets of the family. OM
of the birds was raised by Mr. Levy
1

g

get-awa- y

The basket ball game at the Casino
last night between the Majors and
Minors was a distinct disappointmi nt
from the standpoint of scientific piny
The Minors won It with ease to the
tune of 2d to IS, and should have h'VI
the opposition down to a much smaller
score had the winning team maintained the kind of play It offered in the
first half.
The game was rough from start to
finish and fouls were called so frequently as to become tiresome. At
of the first half the Minors had
the game by a score of fi to 3, but in
the second half the majors took a decided brace, scoring ten times to four
by the winning team. The crowd was
not large.
Next Friday night the University
and High school teams will play off
thtir tie and a good game is expected.
It should be said In connection with
the game put up by the Majors last
night that the leant had not played together a great deal and the practice
It had In the first half showed up ii
the good score It made in the second.
One more basket bull game Is on
the schedule. A team to be known as
the Crescents, has been organized, the
player being picked from the University and High school teams. They are
to play the Minors on the 16th of this
month and the heretofore undefeated
team wilt have to hurry to win this
game. The Crescents will be composed of Hcald. Collins, Clancy, Cannon
and Albright.
Supreme Court Adjourns.
The Supreme court did not hold Its
regular morning session yesterday as
was expected, bul met In the afierno' n
at 4 o'clock, when the cate set for the
day was taken up. All the Judg s
were on the bench and the other officers of the court were present.
After the afternoon session they adjourned until February 28th.
tin-en-
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Uhe Future

here that

W.

of Roesrell, will become ,u- torney general of the territory. Cip-- I
lain Raid is an able lawyer and Is
we II known in all parts of the terrl-t- i
ry through his long onnection with
office.
Che United states attorney's
in which he served as assistant under
Mr. ChlWers.
lor
There are Several candidates
poniter-tlarof t
the BUperlntendency
Among them is an Al'iuqiierque
man, but who is to be the successful
one Is a question not easily answered.
It is becoming more and more appar
cut that Governor Ragerman .v.is very
much In earnest when he trade his

LIKELY

TO FAIL IN EIGHT

the fact that the predicted cold wave
failed to devetoo In the winter when
se. lion of the United State s, numerous
reports of damage to fall sown crops
were received here today from that
section.
At the oneiiing the whcit market
was inc lined to be weak, Mav lee iio;
olT nt St i,
to N4 c. The price clc- clined io 6c, The dose was firm at
the highest piolnt of the' day, final uun- lVj,c.
tatlons being at N4
Mav corn 01
at IT M i 44 .(,
.,
fn
sold un (o 14
and closed at the
ton.
Mav oals opened at 30 ii .c to
.in '..c. sold un lo 30N.C and closed at
SO ' fl lac.
.
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Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. Feb. 1. Cattle receipts.
24.000; market, steady. Common to
SaniaFe
In fa- - prime- steers, 13. 10.06.30; cows. $3.00
otbulls.
04.40; heifers. fl.26O5.00!
or of business in lihe governor's
$3.00 (it s. 00;
calves.
of IS. 00O4.00;
l e.
To the keen disappointment
4. ft.
13.40
feeders,
O
and
stockers
New Secretary. .
several politicians who believe themSheOD receipts. 8.000; market, slow
selves to lie well trained professional! ami dull. Sheep. II. 3003.10; yearplivers OÍ the gime. lings, 35.504 $.23: lambs. 3.50fn 7.50.
and suce ees.-fu- l
not seem to 1)
tin governor d
Kansas it Livestock,
APPOINTMENTS BEGIN TO
It Is a oondl- art at dc ii interested.
1.
Cattle reCltv. Feb.
Kansas
non that cannot be verv pleasant to ceipts, 2,000, Including 300 southerns;
COME FROM NEW GOVERNOR t do nr. n wh D h iv
cOMlIcs
a marked, steady, Native sterS, $4.00 Q
.r.adc
(i.oii;
southern steers, $1.2504. 75;
business tor a good imny years paste soiithern
cows. $3. 2603. $5; native
but II Is likely to In extremely satis- - cows and heifers. $ L'.LTe tl (i.N."e stockterritory.
pli
of
De
the
Hie
to
factory
Correspondence Morning journal.
ers and feeders, IS.OOfl 4.86; bulls,
$:'..! 5 fu 3.S5: calves. $ 3.00 (il 7.00 wesSu; a Fe, N. f Feb. I, There Is
tern fed steers. 31.7606.60; western
cows. 32.504.00.
ted
S growing belief here among men who
FINANCE AND COMMERCE
receipts, :i.000:
Sheep
market.
are pretty well informed of the progMuttons 34. 50iíi 5.75; lambs.
steadv.
3,"i.ti0Cn
range
wethers,
(.00:
35.50fe7
n
ress of New Mexico affairs in Wash-to3.25; fed ewes. 34.6006.16.
Wall
Street.
Ray-Secretary
J.
Wallace
tint
New York. Feb. 2. The feverish
st. tiotiis Wool.
dels has his hnniis pretty full In se-- e Inrtivltv and voluminous business to- market
St. Louis. Feb. 2. Wool
uring confirm'! ion by tli" senate of dav. tended rather to obscure tin
SteadV! unchanged.
speculative Interest in
his nomination lo succeed himself as mlnlshed
market as a whole, dosing;
Í Small Holding Claim No. 331.)
secretary of the territory. Mr. Rey- Amalgamated
..in;
Conner
Notice lor I'ublicalloii.
very
sudWashington
left
Sugar
for
..lie
nolds
Department
of the Interior. United
.27'.!
denly the first of the week, and there Anaconda
I. and Office. Santa Fe. N. M
Stales
I4l
.Atchison
p
hurry-utelegrim
is a story of y
January 3. H'Oh
HI 3
do preferred
Notice is hereby given that the fol.225
which encournied his speedy depar- .ew Jersey 'cutral
lowing
named laimant has filed no.
60
&
Ohio
ture. This is of ccpurse denied In some Chesapeakepreferred
S ',
.
tice of bis Intention to make final
Paul,
quarters, but it is known that the si.
support pf his claim under
in
Ts
proof
106
Hig Pour
charges against Mr. I! ivnolds are
sections 6 and i7 of the act of March
l
Colorado eK Soul hern
s;i
(26 Stats.. ,5I. as amended
71
13.
.
do first preferred
red of more serious nature than
by the ai t or February II, II6I, (27
liu
do second preferred
at first.
470),
4 7 fk
and thai said proof will
Stals..
Brie
Oft plain W. K. Dame, clerk of the Manhattan
be made before u, s. Court Commis.160
Rafael, N. M.c on Fob. 0
at
K
,.121
sioner
t,
Sin
li
In New Metropolitan
second frdlctal flistrli
1906, viz: Juana S. de Valle jos. widow
102 '
Pacific
York. Inn the wise ones here Say th.it Missouri
Vállelos,
for. the lot I. Sec. 20.
of Jose
160
York Central
the captain Is where he oan get to New
. 143
and lot 2. sees. Hi and 17, T. Hi N.,
Pennsylvania
R, 7 W.
Washington very quickly Should oc- St. Louis A San Francisco.
.
She names the following witnesses to
ond preferred
casion demand his presen cei and there
prove
69
her actual continuous adverse
Pacific
Southern
event
In
surprise,
be
the
little
would
1)7 U
possession of said trail for twenty
l iiion Pacific
COO-(years
Rayindels'
preceding the survey of
U
.
next
Mr.
of the failure of
United Slates Steel
2
.
the township, vis: Qorgonlo Flgueroa,
eo preferred
mat Km, If Captain Dime should re.
of Cubero. N. M.! Pablo laiccro. of
!I3'
Western I'lllon
turn as secretary of New Mexico.
Cubero. N. M Bautista Baca, of
United states Bonds
D. Martinez, of
Governor Makes Appointments.
hero. N. M.I
.103
Refunding i's. registered
1024 ''.ibero, ti. M.
do coupon
Governor llagerman is beginning to
person
to protest
101
who
Anv
coupon
do
make an appointment here' and there, Old 4 s. registered
against the allowance of said proof, or
. 103
those made thus fir leing chiefly
who
anv
103
substantial
reason
knows of
do coupon
120 Ii under the laws and rcgiilat ions of the
members of his staff and In positions New 4's. registered
'
.
20
interior Department why such proof
do coupon
directly connected with the work of
should not be allowed will lie given
Monet
his office. Adjutant General Tarldng- New York. Feb. '1. Monev on call, Inn onportunity at the above mentiont n his been reappointed and thus f.n
per cent; prime ed time and place to cross examine
n t'steady, al
the Witnesses of said claimant, and to
hut one change in the staff has been men antiie paper, at 4 u 'ii per cent Offer
evidence in rebuttal of thai sub65
'Ac.
silver.
made, the naming of Captain Charlie
mitted by claimant.
Hallarel, of Roswcll, to be an aide
MANUEL It. OTRRO. Register.
Tin Metal Market.
with rank of olonel.
New York. Feb. 2. Copper was r,s
(Small Holding Claim No. 305.)
Miss Clara 01en, who served as prl- - lowe r In London With snot closing at
Locally
L7X 5s and futures at 177.
Notice to,' I'ublicalloii.
vnte secretary to Governor Otero dur- - the
situation was unchanged, anoar-entl- Department of the Interior, united
hls entire term, has been retained by
and quotations are more or less
State-Lan'd Office, Santa Fe. N. M.,
Governor Kagerman, much to the sat- nominal, Lake and electrolytic are
January 3. 1906.
113.00018.60,
casting
Quoted
and
al
e
Notic
is hereby given that (he foi-- :
isfaction of Miss Olson's host of at í s.oo.
lowing named claimant has filed nofriends ben and throughout ""' 'eT'
C16
.'.s
higher
in
s
10s
wa
at
Lead
tice of his intention lo make final
at proof In support of his claim under
London, but remained unchanged
$6.60fi 5.65 locally,
16
17 of the act of March
Held to Re Ittorney uonernl.
sections
Spelter was a shade lower 111 Lon- I, 1311 c:r, and
its 164), ns amended
There are rumors of other appoint- don,
(losing at t26 15s and was also by the act orst February
II, ls3. (27
ments to be made In the near future. easier locally with snot Quoted at Stats.. 470). and thai said
proof will
16.1011
.20.
i
n
by
be ii
friends of
The announcement made
before U. s. Court Commts- '
65
s
Silver.
r
N.
at
San
M..
Rafael,
on Fedi. 0.
II
Attorney (eneral I'richird. that lie
Mexican dollars. 50 ' c.
1606, Vhl! Mrs. Franc isca Sarraci m.
about to resume the pmetlcs of law
or
Widow of Francisco
Trade.
Chicago Board
Sarracino, de-- i
as a privite citizen, has been expected
eased, for tie- bus
Chicago. Feb. 2. Notwithstanding
and 2. sec. 20,
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Pailroad

Located on the Helen
The new City of Belen is

is

C, Held,

FOR CONFIRMATION

KNIGHT OF THE GRIP THINKS
ARIZONA

RAYNOLDS

Cut-o- J-

of

Agent

D. K. B. SELLERS,
and the Understanding

IN

TUCSON

u

KINK fiKOCKKIKS. COURTEOUS
TREATMENT. REASONABLE PRICKS A COMBINATION
HHI TO
'T f. t. PRATT CO.. 914 S.
SECOND STREET.

METER

GAS

the very

a good store;

and 5. sees 16 and
Sip' names tin- following Witnesses to
prove her actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, via; Gorgonlo Flgueroa.
of Cubero. N. M. Pablo Lucero, of
Cubero, N. M.: Jose Amistado Cande-llarlof Cubero, N. M.; Juan D. Martin.-.,
of 'uliero. N. M.
Anv person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows ol any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department whv such proof
should not be allowed will be given
an opportunity at the above mentioned time and place to cross examine
tin- witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that
by claimant.
MANUBL H. OTERO. Register.
(Small Holding Claim No. 327.)
' Publication.
Notice
Department of the Interior, United
States Land office, Suuta Fc, N, M
Jan. 10. 1006.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections Hi and 17 of the act of March
3, 1691 (26 Slats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1S93, (27
Slats., 4 70). and that said proof will
e made before- C. S. court commissioner at San Rafael, N. M., on Feb.
pk Sarracino, heir of
15. 1006, viz.:
fose Antonio Sarracino, deceased, for
lot

3,

17.

T.

sec. 17. lots

4

N.. K. 7 W.

10

:

a,

(

sub-initte- el

ro-.-

lie 8. II. C. No. 327. In lot 1. Sec. 20,
lot 2, Sees. 17 and 20. and lot 3, Sees.
16 and 17 T. 10 N., R. 7 W.

lie names the following witnesses

to prove his actual continuous
ise possession of said tract for twenty ye ns next preceding the survey of
the township, viz.: Corgnnlo Flgueroa.
Hablo Luoero, of
of Cubero, N. M.
Cubero. N. M.i BautlstS Haca, of Cuad-v-

lero,

N. M.i

Juan

D.

Martlncu, of

e

Cu- -

bero, n. m.
Any person who desires to protest
against Ihe allowance t said proof, or
wlio knows of any subslaiili.il reason
under the laws and regulations of thS
Interior department why suc h proof
should iiol In' allowed will be given an
opportunity at the
the
lime and place- lo
witnesses or said claimant, and to
sub' vidence
in rebuttal of that
above-mention-

ed

ol-t-

mitted

claimant,

hy

Manuel r, otbro,

Register,

(Small Holding Claim No. 329.)
Notice I'1"' Publication.
Department of the Interior. Halted
States Laud office, Santa Fe. N. M..
January I, looo.
Ned le e Is lierebv given that the following named claimant has filed nofinal
to make
tice of bis Intention
proof In support or his claim under
111
oT
or
17
act
the
March
.ind
sections
3. 1V1 (26 Stats.. K54), us amended
hv the act of February 21. 1K93. (27
Stats., 170). and that said proof will
be made be iore IT. S. Court Commissioner al Ban Rarad. N. M.. on Feb. !'.
1906, vis: San Juan Homero, for the
lot 1. s.
20. lot 2. sees.. 16 and 17,
lot 2. sees. 8. I. 16 and 17. T. 10 N..
V.
II. 7
lb- names tin- following witnesses to
prove bis actual continuous adverse
possession of siid tract for
twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the townslili viz: Qorgonlo I'igiierou.
M. : Pablo lucero, of
of Cubero.
n
Cubero. N. M Bautista Hai a. of
D. Martinez, of
bero. N. M
Cubero. N. !,
Anv person who desires to nrote.it
against the allowance of said proor. or
who knows or anv substantial reason
under the iws and regulations of the
Interior Department whv such proor
should not
allowed will be given
an Dpporluiillv at the above mentioned time and place to cross examine-tinwitnesses or said claimant, and to
Offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTKRO. Register.
.
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Cu-Jua-

Mexico
Jeiv
of
Hailtvcy
The Atchison Topeka
Santa
Center

tSL

Fe

N. M., is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
Chicago
from
to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso, Texas and Old Mexico

31 miles south of Albuquerque,

leading east and west

The Helen Uotvn and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

streets and avenues, RIGHT In the business
ARB THE OWNERS OF THE BUHEN TOWNSITE, Consisting of ONE THOUSAND ni SINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, (size 26x142 feet) fronting upon 80 and
center of the NEW CITY ond directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway company is now grading Its extensive depot grounds and yard inulta 800 fet wide and
a mile long, (capacity of
miles of side track) to accomodate Its NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depots, HARVEY EATING HOUSE, Round House, Coal Chutes, Water Tanks, Machine Shops, Etc.
70-fo-

THE CITY OF

"BELEJSÍ.

Has a population or 1600, and several large Mercantile Houses, Ths Belen Patent Roller Mills, capacity 160 barrels dally: winery, etc. It Is the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit
In New Mexico.
From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, East and West, to all points in the United States and Old Mexico Its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
Belen has a $16,000 public school house,
All fast limited, mall, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast. The water is good and climate unsurpassed.
two churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug store, harness shop, etc. THE LOTS OFFERED ARE
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with Interest at sight per cent per annum.
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EASY. One third of purchase money cash:
Title perfect and warranty deeds
given. COME EARLY IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS. For further particulars and prices of lots csJl In person or write to
two-thir-

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHf

BECKER. Tresident

WM. M. BEKGEH,

J
--

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNINU JOUJLNAL,

AGE EIGHT.
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Hickox-Maynar-

t, ltfl.

Saturday. Fi tW'MTy

'

T. Y. Maynard

Geo. W. Hickox
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i

Company
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ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CCf'

New Mexico's Let ding Jewelers

FOURTH STREET AND

RAILROAD AVENUE

It is the Place to find Everything: the Nicest and the Best

Have Removed to the New

Our Wntch Repairing and Optical Department arc In charge
of men of hlghcat qualifications. Special attention to orders
by mall and satisfaction guaranteed.

Staab Building

rThe "Universal

South Second Street

The Arch Front

county treuaurer of Las Animas county, were notified and came to the city.
Mrs. Taylor Is suffering from geriefal
iollapse and It is doubtful whether
she wtii reach home alive.
TIIK WEATHER.
Henry and Charles Bnrnett, of OakForecast.
Washington. Feb. 2 N'ew Mexico land, Cal., who have been here for
and Arliona Fair Saturday and Hun-da- the past six Months In the employ of
u the Santa Fe, have severed their connection with the company nnd will
leave tonight for their home, where
to
Datll
H. B. AMOfl Is ur from
they will enter the employ of the Pioday or two.
lay for
neer Automobile company. Henry
M. O. ChadbOUrtM has gone to New Harnett who was assistant
baggage
agent Is succeeded by Ed. Dcwcy and
York on a business trip.
Carpets and Draperies
Charles K. Hrown, of Bernalillo, Charles Harnett, who was transfer
came down last night on a short busi- cb rk has been succeeded by J. Torres,
an old time employe of the compan
ness trip.
T. O. McConnell, of Santa Fe. came hep
down last night and will remain for Mrs Francis Duree, of Topeka, Kan.,
n rived in Albuquerque last night to rea day or two on business matter.
Fred It. Berbowcr. mining broker main for ti few weeks to visit her
anil real estate man of Cripple Creek. daughter. Mrs A. W. Sherer, wife of
In t ur new location
C1.. was in the city yesterday on the night ticket agent at the Santa Fc
depot, of 722 West Tijeras avenue.
business.
205 W. Railroad Av.
J. O. Whltford and wife and Tert
merE. A. Sawyer, a prominent
Ól Topeka. Kan., arrived In
chant. Is In the city from Wlnslow. dormán.
on business anj the city last night and will remain for
Arli.. for a day or
several days. Roth gentlemen are conpl asure.
nected with the mechanical d part-rneGoods
superintend!!!
Morrison,
Rev. A. 1.
of the Santa Fe railway.
Methodist
nf English missions for the
Miss Josephine Mordy, now teaching
AND
church In N w Mexico aiwl Arizona. It
in the public school at Los Padillas, is
In the city.
In the city to remain over Sunday.
Superintendent J. K. Allien of the
F H. Mudge, of the Santn Fe ConAlbuquerque Indian school leturned
up yesInst night from a business trip to Sun struction force of Helen, came
terday afternoon on business.
Felipe Indian village.
K. dranjean and wife of San1 MarKodak Finishing and Bicycle ReC. K Hubbard cashier of the Harvey curio depsrtment here, left for cial, who have been here for the patt
pairing a üpeciaJty.
where he will spend few days left last night for home.
Chi' ago
Magdalena,
in
is
of
J.
F
Thomas
a week or so on a vacation.
for a few days.
BOTH PHONES
502 S. FIRST ST
Frank Wyatt and wife are rejoicing
over the arrival of a little girl at their
Inauguration.
Fullleres
for
Heads
honv- shortly ufler 10 o'clock ThursParis. Feb. 2. All the urogram for
day night.
M. Loubct's departure from the BlyOM
NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
been
Mr. and Mr-- . F. A Hubbell returned has now been settled, having
from a visit at Denver last night, duly Considerad ut the last cabinet UOcirSG IfllOP, vj I
Andres Romero, Prop.
where Mr. Hubbell has been attend- ootutoU.
ei.
M. Loubet will leave the palace on
i su
ing the convention of wool growers.
i
17 with total absence of cerFebruary
a
West Gold Avcnne, Albuquerque
A. 8. Goodrich, former cashier here
.
emonial, and will take up his abode in
GAME IN SEASON.
for the Washington Ufe Insurance a Hat he has rented In the Hue Dnnte,
nmpany has taken a position with in the Ijitln quarter. At 4 o'clock on
&
BcholOM Clgur
the Uothenhurg
tb following day, the precise hour at
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Loubet will, surrounded by
STABLES
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Turnouts at ReasonFirst
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able Rates.
full
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carriage
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pomp. In o gala
Old Phone 2
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Go
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by a promenade through the various
BOTH PHONES
Charla Bragg, the boy who was apartments Of the official palace Then
dangerously Injured tORM days since th ire will be a reception of the diploofflclnls,
002 SOI i ll FIRST STREET
bjr a fill from i street car on South matic corps nnd high state
Hecond street. Is now recovering rip-Idl- after which M Loubet, accompanied
unand in considered entirely out of U M Itouvier, will betake himself
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enson, a daughter, Thursday night,
been!
Twenty ThOOSnnd Ton- - of Ra 111 for
February 1st. The little lady has
$2.25 and
Mill Rig Load
Rio Janeiro Triuflon SWcin.
Christened Ys tbel'.e Fowler Steven ...
It Is HtiiU-i- l thin
Na York. Feb. I. StcH
und her father, who is with the Moncorporation
arch Orocery company., is about the th United Stales
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LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST

Coffee Percolator

ALBERT FABER.

j

:

SALAD HOWLS
CHOCO CLATF SET8

CAKE PLATOS
BREAD & ItUTTEn
PLATES

Furniture,

F. J. HOUSTON

OATMEAL DISHES
BERRY SETS
FLOWER VASES
FANCY PLATES
TEA POTS
CELERY TRAYS
OLIVE DISHES

.

THIMBLE

The Highland Livery
LIVERY. FEED & SALE
STABLES
Our new
addition gives us the
best equipment in the city for boarding your private rif,'. Talk with me
about it. Baggage delivered to any
part of the city.
T. W. FORD. Prop..
2 John St
Auto. Phone 604.
1

$2-7-

Albuquerque

Hat-urda-

belonging to Matthews'
da'ry did a sensational stunt In the
runaway line yesterday. They collidand rig driven by C.
ed with a
H. Comslock, city salesman for IBs
Swift Pat king company, at First and
Ral'rood HVenue. which resulted in
the buggy belonging to Mr. Comstock
was
Comstock
being overturned.
thrown from his rig. but alighted on
not hurt.
his feet nnd
Dan I Taylor and wife left last
iilstit for their home In Trlnld id.
after having been In the city for a few
days. Mrs. Taylor, who I 71 years of
age. was on her way to California, on
a visit, but was taken suddenly III.
Her husband and son. Wesley Taylor.
team

te-i-

DOZEN.

Oprn to Conviction.
believe In the reincarnation?" naked the mystical woman.
know,"
MaWSred the mnn
"I don't
w)io welsho hi nplnlonn; "I have never seen It tried."
"Do you

THE WORLD'S

Our prices are RIGHT.
When boufht right are a food Inrsstmsnt.
Ws Invite you to eall and examine the beautiful diamond gooda we are
offerlns. Also Watchee. Jewelry. Silverware, etc. Mall orders receive
prompt attention.

T

BEST

J.

2
ata futí-

-

Whitney Company
Wholesale Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona
Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The Largest Stock West of Kansas City
1 13-- 1

L. 'Belt Co.

.

15117 South First Street
AlBUQUERQUF,

401403 North First Street
NEW MEXICO

Tromot

Sash, Doors, Gla.ss, Cement
AND REA

I

I

LINTKOTE ROOFING.

old

Rowdy, massn, howdy. Doeii
day?
yo' keep chick
No, Uncle 'Rantu.
'Id Kmployer
Rut why
I've oíd off ll my hlcketm.
do you aak?
I'nnU 'Ittiutiia filo ha'tnn IIV At
odder day. dat eta de duty of eb'rs
mnn tur tiorvldc fn' he'd family, 'nd I
Jr wantH ler locate a few coops befo'
Dat
ill.
de wedder sets dlfmatlifled.
- Ilnuaton Post.

dc

THE LEADING JEWELER
Railroad Avenue

Street

The Birdsell Wagon

-

DIAMONDS
PVPHFTT
C

North Seoond

LUMBER.!

I.(M s.

lo ml
1OoklnnUncle 'Ilaxtuit (meeting hi

211

Cash

Grocery Company

Silver

A

201

1

COKE

W.H.Hahn&CO

M

MONUMENTS
White and Black Hearse

j

WOOD

AT

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

The Power of Cash

COAL

jutant.

O.W.STRONG'S SONS

75-fo- ot

y

tu

CUT GLASS
are agents for the P. A B.
the Finest American Cot
Glass. Many beautiful articles at very reasonable prices
We

FOURTH STREET AND RAILROAD AVENUE

.

Clarkville Produce

O'CLOCK

c cit- kh.i.
nivais

r

$1.30

DISHES
TEAS
COFFEE POTS
CHI MB TRAYS
NUT CRACKS A PICKS
SUGARS & CREAMS
SYRUP PITCHERS
TEASPOON8
TABLE. SPOONS
FORKS
KNIVES
CHAFFING

FIVE

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO

M or

FineChop.

L.V on any
kind of Store.
Uniform in
Retulu.
Made o( Pure Aluminum and in Two Styles,
In 4 mn, 4 to 14 cup.
Empire and Colonial.

COAL

.U

Sectional
View

O.

PLATED WARE

To taste Coffee made in the "Universal" and know for the first time what
Perfect Coffee it like is worth living
for. Any one can make Perfect Coffee
in the "UNIVERSAL"

$1.15

pu

Ci

xtfto

SAUCERS

WOOD

Typewriters and
Bicycles

p

&

CREAMS

JOHNS.BEAVEN

Kodaks, Sporting

Corn

Quick,
Simple,
Sanitary.

SUGARS
CUPS

to

nt

Makes Perfect Coffee free from the
bitter taste caused by boiling and
retaining all the delicious aromatic
fragrance of the Coffee Bean a healthful appetizing beverage, clear as wine,
though no eggs are used.

FINE CHINA

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO
First Streel

tL

Marquetle Avenue,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

HOT IX ONE MINI TF.
Tbi'rc'M a new water heater for bath
or toilet which require no compll-- ;
Mtad pIpliiK which will alve you all
the hot water you want almoat Instantly, and which we are prepared to
net up In any denlred part of your
houae at on Rrent espenne. To nhave
or bathe mint folkM like at lepitt mime
hot water and they want It In a hurry.
A k ur how to get It without tearing
too big a hole In the pocketbook.
STANDARD

PLUMBING AND

JlTIjVqC(MPAJi,

BeH.H.ad
ben Wt-e- Si
4it West Hal road AT, Albuquevaue
AAta.

I
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